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Vol. XLIV

AT STUDENT GOV ERNMENT CONFERENCE:

Judicial Board Rated 'Weakest' in Kentucky
Student power was the main
topic <t discussion at the third
annual Kentuclcy state conference
of the Southern Universities Student Government Association
held at Kentucky Wesleyan College, Owensboro, Friday and Sa:fi..
urday.
Representatives from 13 Kentuelcy colleges and universities,
including 12 from Murray, abo
tended the conference.
A roundtable on student power
was the highlight of the ses.
sion, according to Spencer Solomon, president of the MSU
Student Organization.
Headed by Douglas Matthews,
state chairman and student trom
Kentucky Wesleyan College, the
forum dealt with the judicial
boards in Kentucl\y colleges and
system of appeals that students
have with the administration in
regard to int'ractions ot college
rules and punishment.
'"Murray
State's Judicial
Eoard was judged the weakest
in the state because oC last
week's ruling on appeals to the
Board of Regents," Solomon said.
The ruling takes away the
power of the Judicial Board to
hear appeal cases, be explained.
As a result oC the information gained at the conference, a
committee has been appointed
to study the judicial aystem at
Murray, according to Solomon.
The committee will obtain information from all Kentucey colleg.
es and some in Tennessee on the
operation of their systems.
For example, the Universit-Y
or Kentucky has tlu·ee student
boards through which cases go
for decision beforetheyreachthe
administration.
1
The information obtained from
these schools will be analyzed,
as well as the Kentucky legal
statutes to determine the most
effective system, Solomon ac:Jd.

ed. The conunittee will then make
recommendations to the Board c1
Regents concerning improvement
of tb.e present system or adoption c1 a new one.
The committee consists ot. Dr.
Kenneth E. Harrell, Mr. Tom
Morgan, and Dr. Clifford Eubanks, Student Government advisers; Mr. James Overby,
School ot Business; Tom Shay,
Student Government treasurer;
Joe Day, chairman ot. the Judo
iclal Board; and Soloman.
Dr. Harold Hamilton. president
ot Kentuclcy Wesleyan College,
opened the conference by speaking on the effectiveness ot. student gover nments 1n universif3'
affairs.
["'"" I I

tG

'

is a legal agreement with local
merchants be said. Students may
have a card, similar to the JD
card, which they can present to
mer chants and receive from 10
to 30 per cent discount depending on the store.
Such a system is already in
operation at Eastern Kentucky
Univer sity and IXl.!U\Y schools in
tbe South, Solomon said.
SUSGA national president, Neal
Wade, closed the conference with
a 1\mcheon address.
Schools sending delegates to
tb.e conference were Asbury College, Bellarmine-Ursuline, Brescia College, Catherine Spe.ldJ.ng.
E a stern Kentucey Univer sity,
Kentucky Wesleyan College, Murray State University, Nazareth
College, Pikeville College, Union College, University <t Kentucey, University c1 Louisville,
and Western Kentucey Universit;y,

Round Table
To Question
Col. Booth
The Round Table is holding
a "closed forum" at 7:30 tonight in Meeting Rooms 1 and
2 of the SUB.
Col. Lance E. Booth, secul'ity director, will hold a onehour question and answer session, according to Jose Soea, chairman.

Any students having questions
for Col. Booth to answer may
bring them to the Student Or·
ganization offtce in the SUB,
Sosa said.
"This will be a closed meeting.
Only representatives of
organizations wbo bring a copy
of their invitation letter will be
allowed to attend the meeting,..
he explained.

Debate Team to Face
Scots Monday Night

'n

STUDENT POWER......c.mpw judlci81 boa'dl end lldminiltrative pollctlawere
discussed at the third annual Kentucky suw conference of the Soutflern
Universities Student Government Association Friday and Saturday at Kentucky
Wesleyan College. Seated !left to rlgflt l were Spencer Solomon, Murr.y State;
Bill Straeffer, Western Kentucky; Neill Day, East.rn Kentucky; and Dougles
~. statechainnan.

Skydiver ·Instructs Novices
In Techniques of Jumping
"It' s like the hand of God
grabbing you out of the sky!"
That is how Bill RawlJngs, instructor for the ~rts Parachute Club, described the opening
of a parachute.
The instruction was given to
the 55 members of the organization at their second meeting last
week. Rawlings and Harald Wingo, both accomplished skydivers,
spoke to the club on safety devices involved with the sport.
One of the most thrilling sports
in America today, sport parachuting basically involves the ability to jump from a predetermJned height and land as close
as possible to a targetareaon the
ground.
A novice begins by receiving
training of four to six hours
by a "jumpmaster." He then
begins his .jlmps, usually start-

Foll<M'ing the Friday afternoon
session, the representatives
were divided into two groups,
depending on college enr{)llment. Each gl'OU.P held forum
discussions on student affairs,
pr oblems, and government.
Three discussion sessions
were held on Saturday. The 3,000
and above enrollment group. or
which Murray was a member, discussed teacher-class evaluation.
studem discount services, and
studem govermnent, and the student press.
Solomon said that, as a result
of the conference, the Student
Government will lnvestigate the
feasibility c1 a student discount
eervice in MUlTI¥. Tbe discouut

No. 8

ing at about 2800 feet, using a
"static line," which automatically opens bis chute upon leaving
the plane.
After five or six good jumps,
he makes his jumps pulling tbe
rip cord himself with very little free Call. Free tall exists
from the time he leaves the
plane until his parachute opens.

Tanner Resigns Post;
Dec. 12 Election Set
To Fill SO Vacancy
An election to choose a vicepresident for the &udent Government to replace Bob Tanner,
Benton, wbo resigned, wlll be
held Dec. 12, according to~
cer Solom•ln, president.
.
Tanner presented his resignation to the council at the Nov. 6
meeting. His letter of resignation indicated that he had three
responsibilities and could not
be fair to or give sufficient
time to any of them, S::llomon

As he becomes more experienced, the skydiver then increa· said.
ses the length or his free-fall
The council asked Tanner to
time, and he learns to guide reconsider the resignation. By
himself, thereby becoming more the Nov. 13 meeting he had not
accurate in competition.
withdrawn the resignation, and
Most of the members of Mur- the councn voted unanimously to
ray's ~rt Parachute Club will accept it.
Petitions for vice-president
receive their initial training Saturday at Kyle Field. Rawlings wru be issued tomorrow at 6
hopes that Murray will eventual- p.m. in the Student Government
ly enter into competition with office. Any interested student
may pick up a petition between
other schools or clubs.
(Continued on Page 21

Jack Eli, Lyon County, and
Mike Smith, will make up the
Murray State team to face the
University of Strath.clyde in an
international debate at 8 p.m.
Monday in the Auditorium.
The topic of the international
debate is "Resolved: That intellectuals should stay in their
ivory towers/' ~ Murray debate team will be the affirmative.
The public is invited to attend at a nominal tee.
Ell debated t\\0 years in cOllege
and received his BA degree here
last year. He is now a graduate
assistant in spee.:b andlshelping
Prof. J. Albert Tracy coach debating.
A member of DSR-TKA, an honorary speech fart.ernicy, Eli remained undefeated throughout the
Dlinois Universicy Novice Debate
first-place trophy in his senior
year. Eli has been granted ana&sistantshb> from Southern nunois University to begin work on
his doctor's degree in speech,
starting in January.
Smlth is a senior and bas
had four years' experience in
intercollegiate debate. He has
won 18 trophies and six award
certificates during this tlme.
As a freshman and sophomore
he was on the two-man team
winning the Southern ~eech As-sociation Tornament, and also
the Western Kentucky Univer•

sity Debate Tournament as a
junior.
During his debating career he
has defeated the Universicy of
Kentucky for the state championship and bas won many other tournaments.
President of OOJt.:TKA\ Smith
was named the "Outstanding
~ech &udent" wring both his
junior and senior years.
The Univesity of Strathclyde
debate team from S:otland lB
made up of James Hutchinson.
Hamilton. and Victor MacColl,
Glasgow.
They are making their first
trip to America as they participate in the fall international debate toQr., The tour started in
New York City Oct. 12 and will
end there on Dac. 11. They will
visit approximately 40 schools
throughout 20 states east of the
Mississippi River.
This detiate will mark the 45th
international debate exchange
Since 1964 the event bas been
sponsored by the Speech Association of America and its committee on International Discussion and Debate.
During the last 14 years Murray State will have had 10 international debates on campus.
Those groups attending (in chronological order) have been India, O.Jdord, British, Glasgow
(Continued

on,.,. 2•

'DOUBLE DYNAMITE DUO' COMING:

Murray Will Hear 'Soul' Dec. 4
Sam and Dave, the "Double
Dynamite ~o" , will appear in
concert Dec, 4, at 8 p.m., in
the Sports Arena.
Tickets for the concert, sponsored by the Student Government,
are on sale ln the SUR
Sam and Dave have ~-een performing together as a tea:n since
1961. In the six years the; t>ave
been together, they have crE!l ted a
exciting twosome on the .toutmusic scene.
Eilled as the "Double Dynr.mlte
Duo" , they have thrilled fans
throughout the world with their

fast and furious in-person act,
and they have secured their hold
on their followers with hit after
hit recording on the Memphisbased Stax label.
Sam Moore and Dave Foster
both made it the hard way, working since they were youngsters
as professional entertainers in
the world of soul music. Sam
Moore hails from Miaml, Dave
lrom Ocilla, Ga., but today they
both call Miami home.
Stax Records issued Sam and
Dave' s first r ecord back in 1965,
a driving item called "It Was

So Nice WhUe It Lasted."
Subsequent hits "I Tal<" What
i Want.'' "Ain't No Big Thing
Baby," ''A .!:'laCe Nobody Can
Find," "You Don't Know Like I
Know," "Said I Wasn't Gonna
Tell Nobody," and the smash
"Hold On I'm Comin' " brought
them to the attention of pop
Cans as well.
Their first "gold record" was
earned in the fall of 1967 with
the sensational hit "Soul Man."
This record leaped to the top FAST AND FURIOUS.•..Sam lind DIW, the ''doUble dyrwnitl duo" ......
of the trade-paper charts in a few among the best on the soul·muslc 11:11118, will be on campus De. 4 In a pr~rwn
(Continued on Page 2)

spofllored by the Student Go vernment. Tickau are on sale now.
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11 Murray Debaters

Participate in Area
School Assemblies

Debaters Will Argue
Abou~ 'Ivory Towers'
(Continued From P• 11

University in Scotland,
New
Zealand, Cambridge, Irish, Qx.,
ford, British, and the University
of Strathc!Ide.
__
Repree~ the University
of Srathc]yde, Hutchinson and
MaeColl 'WOO the British national
debate championship in June.
Schools from :£))gland, Ireland.
North Ireland, Wales, and Scotland participated in the tournament.
A senior at the University of
Stratbc]yde, Hutchinson bas participated in debate for three
years. He is now majoring in
politics, but alter graduation
he plans a career in televisioo
and journalism.
Now serving as director of all
univera11y student publications, .
Hutchinson became the youngest
editor of the student newspaper
In the history of the Wliversity.

Sam, Dave....
(Continued From .,... 11

abort weeKI, and sold mor e tban
one mfillon copies.
Their foll0\IM1p album, "Soul
Man," quickly burst 1nto the
beawe~ clusltlcaticn after
lt was issued in October ot 1967.
In the sprf.rw ~ 1967 Sam and
Dave played in England and on
the Continent as stars of the
" StaX-Volt Revue," along with
aueh top acts as otis Reclilq,
Carla Thomas, Booker T. and
the MG's, Eddie Floyd and the
Mar-Keys. Sam and Dave broke
it up everywhere they appear ed
and buih up a European following as enthusiastic as their legion
of tarts at home.
Sam and Dave offer a simple
explanaticn for their great act:
uwe ai.mply try to do a little
more tban required. It this meana
we bave to sing one song for
50 minutes, then we sine the song
for 50 minutes. If this means
we have to perform for an hour
without stopping, then we perform
for an hour without stoppq. We
want everybo<ty to r emember Sam
and Dave."

MacColl receivedanhonorsdegree in political science from the
Universft;y of ~thc]yde in the
spring.
Chairman of the Scottish Young
Conservatives, he has written
four pamphlets for publlcaticn by
the Conservative Parcy.
This year MacColl became
chairman of the Federation of
Conservative students, the largest political student organization in the United ~dom.

Eleven Murray State students
participated in student assembly programs in four area high
schools last week, according to
Prot. J . Albert Tracy, head of
speech dlviJlon.
On Friday six students visIted Mayfield High School and
Ballard Memorial High School to
present a debate.
Those participating were Darrell Allen, Nebo; June Cownnger,
Paducah; Jerry Duncan, Madisonville; Bob Johnsen, Paris, Tenn.;
Dennis Minshall, Washington
Court, Ohio; and Doug Myers,
Lone Oak. Then on Tuesday five students
visited Trigg County High and
Hopkinsville High School. n,ey
were Morris Cracraft, St. Albans, W. Va.; Ted Fadler, Red
Bud, Dl.; Dennis Minshall, Was~
tngton Courthouse, Ohio; Ron ou.
ver, Fredonia; and Everett Warman, Madisonville.
Mr. Tracy accompanied the
on Friday, and Jack
group
Eli, a graduate assistant in
speech, went with the group on
Tuesday.
These programs are provided
free as a public service to area
high schools.
The topic of debate was ·~
solved: That executive ccntrol
of United States foreign policy
should be significantly curtailed."

Radio Center Announces
Increase in News Service
The Murray State Broadcasting Service has increased 1ts
news deoortment. according to
John G. Murrayt Mt. Vernon,
Dl., news director.
The radio center is now pr()o
gramming 10 minutes of campus
news and state news from Frankfort each night.
Most ofthecam,pusnewsbroadcast comes from the radio and
TV news class under the direction
of Dr. Ray Mofield. Members
of the news staffare given special
assignments on important universicy events.
The news department is running "The ~ce Story" each
Tuesday night. which is produc-

ed by the National Aeronautics

and ~ace Administration.
Members of the news staff
are: Lance Booth, Murray; Laurence Borenstein, New York,
N. Y.; Larry England, Murray;
Rennee Logsdon, Hardyville;
Dennis Mi.nahall, Washington
Court House, Ohio; Roger Tremaine, Wilmore; Nick Weber,
Blue Ash, Ohio; and Paul Westpheling, Fulton.

Election...

(Continued From Page 1)

that time and 6 p.m., Dec. 5,
at which time all petitions must
be turned in.
The campaign will begin Nov.
Teachers, Women's Club
5 and the election will be held
Dec. 12. .Electicn procedures
Will Hear Miss Smith
will be announced by Jerry KniThe kindergarten teachers of ght, chainn.ln of the election
&lutheast Missoori wlll hear committee.
Mlss Ruble E. Smith, ~OOol of
To be elJgible for the posiEdlcation, at a regional meet- ticn or vice-president, a stuing at- Cape Girardeau Friday. dent must · have attained junior
Miss Smith will discuss "The standing by the semester followFlv&-Year..Old and His World. " ing the election. This means
Mlas Smith will also speak to that sopt.>mores are elfglhle.
He must have been a student
the Alpha department of the Murray Women's Club Saturday. Her in residence at M.SU for the past
topic is "They Sly It Different." two full semesters, excluding
the summer session. He must
The program will deal with be an undergracklate and have
poetry and creative expression. a 2. 5 academic average.

Dragged down by exam cram?
Bugged by a roommate? Fed up
with dorm meals?
Escape from the ordinary.
Escape in an Olds Cutlass S.
With a Rocket 350 V-8
your escape will be quick and
easy. And economical.
Or order it up with a consolemounted Hurst Shifter, and really
get in sync with what's happening.
Or better yet, go directly to the
head of the class with W-31
Force-Air Induction and
put everybody down.
Custom Sport Wheels, GT stripes,
buckets-you can get as far from
the ordinary as you care to go.
The main thing is to escape,
baby. And there's only one way
to go.
Cutlass S. The Escapemobile.

EXCEPTI ONA L
EA RNING
OPPORT UNITY
Sc i ence t eeche ra o r acience
.,_uaMI
in •
lecture progrem nucteer
IC~

to t...:h end trevel
of

education .,_hd In MCOndery
1chools throughout 1he United
Steta
During eec:h full -at of trevef,
science educ.tots .,. peid S63
~. S2l5 premium p.y end
lodtlng COlt pi• a minimum beM
-'-f af 1600 monthly. Vehicle il
provided (wi1h credit card).
Qualification: Degree in IC~ IN
aci ence educetion. Capable of

ext...no. ,.....,.,. Good heel1h end
tPee6dng lbilltv.
Employ m e n t to b egi n In
December, 1968, JenuatY, 1969 IN
July, 1969.
For app llc • t ion end f u rther
infomwtion, write:
Penonnel Office
OAK RIDGE ASSOC IAT ED
UNIVERSITIES

P.O. Box 117
Oak Ridge, Ten~ 37830
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Cutlass S: ~
the Escapemobile §M
from Oldsmobile
t.'IJIA Ot UClll(liCl

Olds ads lor college students are created by college students.
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MURRAY'S DRAMATIC SEASON OPENS:

Student Presentation of Italian Comedy Proves Delightful
By ROBERT SHOOK
The Unlverslt.Y Theatre season got off to a delightful start
Thursday night as the drama dl·
vision presented "The Servant
of Two Masters, as its first offering of the year. The 13-member east glided smoothly through
the two-hour: production and more
than compensated for some major dlreetorial drawbacks.
The play was directed by Prof.
Robert E. Johnson, head o! the
drama division.
"The Servant of Two Masters"
is an 18th century Italian comedy written by Carlo Goldonl.
The plot revolves around n servant, Truttaldino, and the problems that arise when he attempts
to fatten his purse, and his s~
mach, by serving two masters
at one time.

One master, Beatrice Rasponl,
comes to Venice disguisedasher
deceased brother. She gains entrance to the bouse or Senor
Pantalone and convinces him and
his daughter Clarice that she is
her brother, and not dead after
all. Clarice ls about to be tJl8l'o
rled to Silvio Lombardi when
Beatrtee appears to c lalm her
hand as a result of a long-standIng agreement with Senor Fanta·
lone.
The compllcations which arise
constitute the plot oC the play,
which is rather shallow in stors
line but spiced heavily with slapstick and comic asides. These
asides were common in the 18th
century, and Goldonl uses this device to exhauatable extremes in
"Servant."
The production problems arose
rrom the obvloua awkwardness ot

OPEN ING ..•...Stne Ho-rd limI, end GtrY A~ms fought to prevent o.bbie
Keesee end Phillip Brusc:hi from committing suicide, The two maste" of "The
Servant of Two Masters" each thought the other had killed himself. The firs1
• University Th..tre production of the year heel its hilarious opening Thursday
night.

Guaranteed Loan Program
Now Taking Applications
Students seeking loans through
the guaranteed-loan program for
the spring semester are reminded that applicwtlons should be
in the lending institutions three
to four weeks prior to start or
tbe term, according to Mr. Johnny
McDougal, financial-aid coordinator.
Mr. McDougal said, "These
loans are being given on a firstcome first served basls and tt Ia
to the student's advantage to make
n~essary arrangements at this
time."
ln order to qualify for the Joan,
a student must be taking half the
normal load, maintainlrll a good
academic average, and come
from a low-income family.
Each state contains a guaran..
teed-loan agency so the student
can borrow from a hometown
bank, savings and loan aasocla·
tion, or credit union.
"Students repay the loan after
graduation at 4 percent interest.
The federal government pays tull
· interest (7 percent) while the student is In school," Mr. McDougal
said.
Terms for repayment ra~e
from two to four years depend-

adapting latb-eentury Italy to
2()th.century Murray. Nearly every character is, at one time or
another, left. planted onstage
alone to utter such atrocious antiquities as "forsooth," "alas,"
and "how now!..
The eomic scenes, which constitute the majorit,y or the action, were breezy and well-executed, but the scenes in whieh
dramatic etreet was neeessary
lost all impact on the audlenee.
1n most cases, movement was
almost nonexistant, and occas·
lonal.lf a character walked completely across stage for no apparent reason other than for
the sake or movement. In one
seene, five of the six: eharacters on stage stood cemented to
the noor with their bands Identically folded in front of them.
The well-selected and well-rehearsed cast was outstanding. In
the role or the servant, Bobby
Dodd was excellent. His mere
presence on stage brightened the
dullest scenes, and his ene~
and exhuberanee lltted the entire
production.
• Ada Sue Hutson, as the maidservant to Clarice, was charmingly shY• and the scenes in which
she played opposite Dodd were
or ems.
- steve Howard and Terry Walk·
er both gave amusing interpl"ctatfons of an innkeeper and Panta·
lone, respectively. It was a
shame, however, that Pantalone
was made so unbelievable by the
generous use of nose putty which
gave him an absurd appearanee.
As the 18-year-old brat Silvio,
Brad Smith was well fitted, but
at times became a bit melodra·
matte.
The eostuming was elaborate
and imaginative, in sharp contrast to the stage scenery.
If the acting ablllty or future
casts can maintain the .guallt.Y
shown by this one, the University Theatre can look forward to
a protltable season.

SHOWING OFF...._Bobby Dodd, • Truffeldino, lntroctuc:.d hlmtelf to Ada Sue
Huuon, Smeraldina, in "The Servant of Two Mester1," which opened Thur-'IIV.
The 1Wo "IOftl'l" added menv comic touches to the production and were a fine
compliment to the ftSt of the cast.

National Charter Sought
By Special Ed Club
Miss Betty &!e Hill, Jncom!ng
president or ihe State Councll
!or Exceptional Children, spoke
to the ~ecial F.WcatlonClublast
week about the procedure lor
obtaining a charter from the
national organization.
'The ~eeial Education Club
is going to obtain a charter
and beeomc the Student Council for Exceptional Chlldren.
The club hopes to receive its
c barter by spring.

SMASHBURGER
NOW 39C

ing on the amount borrowed. Gra·
Thur. ·Fri .• Sat.
duatc and undergraduate stud·
cnts can apply for tho loan and
WITH THIS COUPON
receive up to $1,500. This amount
varies from state to state.
Applications for KentuckY residents and addresses for other
states may be obtained in the
financial-aid office in 317 Ad- ~~~~~~~~~~~b====J~~~~~~~~~
ministration Bldg.
I!

DAIRY CHEER

For OaaliJy UIISIIrpassed •••

•Imported under
new U.S. Public Heolth
Regulations.

.

*Bee-Bee miniature
parrots ••. just 6 V2
inches long
• Bright green
tropical plumage
*Con be trained
to talk
*Make friends fast
• Easy to core for
• Just
,- - - -

BUY YOUR BEE·BEE
HARTZ MOUNTAIN•
POLLY FOOD AND TREATS

KUHN'S

ORE BOD MABTIIIZIIIi
117 South 4th

MILITARY BALL
Dec. 6
8 till12

Eat Side of Squ1re

DOWNI'OWN MURRAY

TWO BANDS:
Men of Note
Soul Syndicate
BUFFET SUPPER TO BE SERVED
DRESS WI LL BE FORMAL
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8,000 Said 'No' Last Year
··They Died Because of It

Most of them had an excuse for
not wearing a safety belt. Had they
all been strapped in with safet y belts,
8,000 t o 10,000 of them cou ld have
been saved.

Americans are using these belts less
t han half the time.
We don't seem to realize that an
accide n t ca n happen any time,
anywhere. We don't seem to realize
that if it happens to our neighbor, it
cou ld just as well happen to us. The
reality of this fact does not soak in
until it is too late, during perhaps
what might be a split-second's time
when a soon-to-be victim sees his
beltless folly. And it is probably the
last thing he sees.
The tragic death of one of our
fellow students in a recent accident
should bring the message home t hat
an accident can happen any time,
any place. And with t he
Thanksgiving holidays only a week
away and the Christmas holidays
only a month away, the highway
traffic will be heavy.
Next wee k's t raffic will be
crawling and flying on all types of
roads, highways, and expressways.
Anp especially will it be heavy in this
area as many students will be tryint
to make it home for Thanksgiving
with their fami lies d ur ing t he
too-short ti me from noon
Wednesdav to Thursday morning.

Most Americans seem to accept
the safety belt in theory, but not in
pract ice , t he Natio n al Safety
Council reports. More than half of all
passen ger-car occupants are now
provi d ed with the belts, but we

So if you don't plan to emp loy
your seat belts, or you don't p lan to
have any installed in vour older car,
just what is your exJ:J.BJ? It had better
be a good one, you know. You are
staki ng your life on it!

F ifty -t h ree t h ousand people
joined a select group in the United
States l ast year - 53 , 000
"you-and -me" type people. The
gro u p for which they obtained
membership is an ever-growing one,
one which promises never to become
s t ag n a n t because of lack of
membership.
I n deed, the group grows with
each passing year . Last year's
bumper crop of 53,000 was one of
t he highest number of people to be
added to the group in many years.
J ust what is this group?

It's t he oft-forgotten group of
Americans who lost their lives in
traffic accidents in 1967. Thirty-five
thousand and one-hundred of these
people were either drivers or
passengers in automobiles. Oh, but
most of them had an excuse for losing
their lives- and it was this excuse
which probably cost them their most
precious possession.

Thanksgiving Holiday Merits
Abolition of Hour Penalty
The Administrative Council and students are still not home. Our next
President Harry M. Sparks after fu ll p r oposal is t h at the
investigation found that it would be "one-hour-per-class- missed "
impossible to dismiss classes a half penalty which is annually added to
day early this year to allow early- d eparting students '
out-of-state students to get an early requirements for graduation be
start home for the Thanksgiving dropped._
holidays.
In this way those who live too far
They said however that' they to get home in the allotted time
would try to make arrangements for could miss a class, if they secure the
next year. We sincerely appreciate instructor's permission, and school
the attention they gave the matter. would continue as normal for other
Students have no gripes about their students.
requests not being listened to. We
We do not ask this for any holiday
respect this opinion and thank them
but Thanksgiving. Surely this is not
for their efforts.
However , the out-of-st ate t oo much to ask.

LETTERS TO EDITOR:

THE BULLSHEET:

How to Avoid
'Grade' Static
At Your Home

Photos and lnteniews
Should Not Be Limited
To Important Students
Dear Sir:
This paper has so many wonderful
photos and articles about important
students that I marvel each week over Its
ability to keep from bursting at the seams
with sheer pride.
However, I would like to see something
about students who do not make it to the
big times. Maybe you could smuggle in a
small item on the unknown student of the
week (known only to himself and his or her
friends-must be an independent with a
grade average below 3.0), the student who
has been hit by the massive front door of
the Library the most times during one
week., the student who has had the closest
call in the crosswalks (or dare-devU paths,
as they are called,) or maybe an interview
with someone who never has but would
like to.
Well, If this has been too much, how
about a photo section on how to trim a
beard In three easy lessons (flower
children, take heart.)
By the way, while we are on the subject
of photos, who bas that set of Andy
William s-Roger Miller oonoert photos?1'
Someone must have a nice collection. That
photographer (?) must have taken thirty
shots that night and then only two were
used in this paper (neither very iood with
all those to choose from.) Please tell him to
take it easy next time.
I have spoken my piece now; so
remember to keep up the good work. No
matter what anyone says, this paper is still
funnier than the Wall Street Journal r.nd
easier to fold besides.
Edwin Adams

New Administration Fails
To Bring About Changes
·As Old Policies Hold True
To the Editor:
We really thought we had it made for a
while. As a student running for office said
two years ago, ''This campus is going to be
dragged, kicking and screaming, into the
Twentieth Century, whether it likes It or
not." For a time this dream was appearing
to come true.
The events following the Halloween
Panty Raid, however, have let us dreamers
see the light. Though the Administration
has changed hands, its methods have not.
One student related the following story
to me: In an attempt to appeal through the
Judicial Board the Discipline Committee's
punishment its decision (a five-day social
probation i n each of fiv e weeks)
concerning his actions in the Panty Raid,
he met. t he following ultimatum : If he did
make the appeal to the Board of Regents,
(the J udicial Board suddenly unable to
hear appeal s ) Dr . S parks wo uld
" recommend" dismissal for the remainder
of the semester. He would be allowed,
however, to regi ster Cor the spring
s e mester . ( Did someone me ntion
something about a draft board doing things
with "wayward" college students?)
No, Murray hasn't changed. Basically,
it's the same old place. The only thing that
has cb~ed are the faces carrying out its
"revered policies.
David Carlson .

This Thar*sgiwing Holiday
Isn't Just Kentucky Day

By GARY GRACE
Mid-terms are finally o ver! The
la st -minute cramming, the frantic
telephone cal1s in a desperate search for old
tests, wondering If a little shorter skirt
might not get a little higher grade-all of
this Is now slowly ebbin' from your minds,
and you realize with a stgh that. you really
made it through.
Now all you have to worry about is the
explanation for those D's and E's that seem
to get mailed home at the most
embarrassing times. This year should really
be an especially Inventive one, as the
mld·terms will get to your door about the
same time you do for Thanksgiving.
or c ourse , the holiday cheer may
brighten the scene a bit, but sooner or
later, and for better or worse, a showdown
will be inevitable. There are, however,
several ways either to avoid or at least to
blunt the onslaught.
About the best a way to get around an
excessive amount of static on the home
front is to call your parents this evening,
preferably while they are still up, and wait
for them to bring the conversation around
to grades. Right away you'vegot them.
At thls point you can use either one or
both of two strategems that are 98 per cent
foolproof. In the first plan, you can
immediately burst into tears and, sobbing
for all you're worth, tell how you got such
a raw denl in any one class or in several.
Since they are such sympathetic parents,
any flush of anger will soon be washed
away.
Naturally, it would seem pretty
ridiculous tor a lot of you guys to try this;
so an alternate plan has also been tested
and been proven successful. In your case,
you are the one to bring up the test grades.
Call home and, in a very dejected and a
little angry tone, tell them you've decided
to quit school and join the Marines. Their
immediate a larm will overcome and
vanquish any bard feelings because of the
mld·terms.
The success of these two plans depends
entirely on the ring of sincerity in your
grief-stricken voice. However, if your
parents are less Inclined toward sympathy
than scholarship, you can always add a few •
dramatic touches.
One such device would be to call home
and quietly and without emotion e;xplain
that you are perched on your window
ledge and just wanted to say goodbye.
Somewhat less melodramatic, but just as
effective, is that old standby of asking
them their opinion of the Peace Corps.
And if your parents are really tough to
crack, you cou ld always resort to
"E mergency Plan C." This consists of
having your roommate call for you and
e x pI ain the delicate condition of your
mental balance at the moment.
AU of the above plans have been tried
and approved by an independent survey. In
most cases, you should not even be forced
to go as far as the window ledge. But if all
else fails, threaten to quit school , get a job,
and thereby stop being a $600 tax break.
So, sit back and relax. Those grades
may not be all that bad after all. You can
go home next week and not be worried
about your mother crying or your father
shouting.
And for the time beil1(r Well come to
think of It, you did pretty good for just
studying one night for a test as big as
mid-term. Why, the finaJ can't be too much
worse. So, what the beck! After an ordeal
like mid-term, every body needs three or
four weeks to recuperate.

MURRAY STATE NEWS

Dear Editor:
After a cold and ominous year
(nearly as cold as the win ter here)
Some gallant pllgrims held a feast
to celebrate the hardship ceased.
They killed some turkeys and built a fire
and sent their praJses to One much higher,
Then gathered up the loved ones living,
and consecrated our first Thanksgiving.
Two-hundred years have come and passed,
but this tradition still holds fast.
So why, in nineteen sixty·eight
can' t MSU perceive the date?
Part of the pride of a school so great
lies in the students out-of-state.
Thanksgiving's not a Kentucky day,
but a universal time to pray
with family, friends, and all you love
for blessings bestowed from up above.

" We ll, it loo ks like my mid-term grades beat me home again t his
Thanksgiving."

Shirley O'Bryan

Murray State University
1235 College Station
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone: Area 502-· 762-4491
Entered as ' econci-Cioss moll a t the past offtt e
In Mur rov, Kv.
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New Science Building:
As Modern as It Looks
By MARY STIVERS

When I returned to school in
the fall one or the first things
I notlced was that the science
building had been completed. l''or
two years people have been talk-

ing about the building and wondering when it would ever get finished,
Just by looking at the outside
of the bulldq we know that it
was well worth the wait. When
the new addition was added the
two buildings were made to look
like one bulldq from the outside. This transformed the bull~
ing from a very drab red brick
building to an ultra-modern white
and gray.
On the ground floor the two
buildings are cormected by a walkway. This walkway leads to a
court area which is in the center
of the ·structure. On the upper
floors the two buildings are connected by a breezeway, which
over looks the court area.
Aside from constructing an a~
dltion the old buDding was changed and some remodeling was
done. There was a considerable
amount of swapPing space be~aeo the departments fD 01"-

der to Jl'laJ(c a more etricfent
operation. &nne classrooms
were changed into laboratories
and a biological museum was
created.
The del)IU1ment of chemistry
is now using all of the fourth
floor ot the entire building and a
great deal of the third floor.
Biology and geo!ogy are located
on the second floor of both sections and part of the old third
floor.
Physics now occupies the entire first floor and shares basement area with chemistry,
The new science library is one
of the nicest additions to the
"uiJM ....A blolow cl- under
structure. lt is now located on
the third floor ot the new bull~ instruction of Prof. John Williams is one of the many d . _
ing, The new library is beautiful- held in me ..,.cloul ""' biology lecturw room. ThrM ""'
ly furnished and is much 1arger
tng, office and worldng space
than the previous library.
After having so many additions are now in operation for all of.
~,. . . . . . . . .
and ChallteS to the science build- ~em.
The three new lecture rooms IT'
ing, much more researcb space
is available. Special equipmenl surpass any of its klnd on the
rooms: s:~cb as a labatory for campus. The lecture rooms
with a publicinstrumental analysis, are now are equipped
available for learning and re- address system, and two ol them
seat as many as 194 people.
search purposes•.
With approximately 50 raculf3 This is a great improvement
and staff members in the build- because it offers more space
for large lecture c1asses.
Other Improvements Include
a shop area for building special
equipment. Tho total floor space
has been doubled from what it
used to be.
The total cost of building and
remodeling is a little less than
three million dollars. This includes the new equipment,
Most all of the new facilities
are operational. There are a
few relatively small features
which have not been completed,
but will be 1n the ncar future.
1f we all have eyes we can see
that the Science Building is a HELPFUL ADDinON......One of the 1nC1R helpful eddltlol• to the
sight to look at and something BuUding Is the new tclence llbrlfV. It providll a -11-equlpptd ,.,....,_room
and study room for students.
to be proud or.

YEARBOOK PLANNING ••••..c.fton Parker (left), editor of the 1819 ShWd
Mld Da'!id ~ng. -.um editor, discusMd 1tle layout of the opening _.I on 1~
a plannmg 1111110n.

Shield Takes on New Look
With Individuals Emphasized
By DEB MATHIS

"Exciting" Is the word Cor the
1969 Shield. The statf under the
direction of Carlton Parker, editor, has transformed the traditional scyle ot the book into a
new, bright pictorial look at the
university.
The book begins by br~
away from tradition inaninformal opening section. Large plctures are emphasized in the
layout, along with snappy descriptive copy. The pictures will
attempt to capture an over.all
view of campus llle by looking at
individuals. An increase in size
or the opening section, along with
more color, wlll highlight the
general appeal.
Color will also be used lor
the tlrst time in the aporta
section. Emphasis will be p1aced
on individual performances ra. ther than the static flow of action shown tn past yearbooka.
One of the more drastic changes ln The Shield comes in the
feature section with the ell.minatl.on of "Men on Campus" and
"Campus Favorites."
"Lack ot participation in the
election and the contests• failure to represent the entire student body resulted in the elimination," Parker said.
Other changes in the feature
section include expanded picture
c o v e r a g e of. "Homec~
Queen," "Mill Murray State,"
and "M.otmtain Laurel Queen"
and more candid photos.
The major change ln the organization section is the llmlt

of two pages which has been set
both tor Greek and non-Greek organizations. AUotment of space
will depend on membership.
The rnllita.ry section will have
a new look as the result of. a
change from a formal-style layout to magazlneformatusingcandld {itotos,
A drastic cut in space occurs in the Caculcy and administration section. Photographs of
secretaries have been eliminated and the faculty are grouped
by schools rather than departments.
No major challtes have been
planned for the class section.
However, hometowns will be used
by individual pictures.
A new section, temporarily
called "Commitment." has been
planned for the 1969 Shield. A
maximum of ten people, botb
faculty members and students,
will be chosen by a committee
of six. The selection will be on
the basts ol individual contribution and excellence. It will attempt to recognize students behind the scenes. Three members
of the selection committee will
be students.
A six-page closing section will
attempt to sUJJlJilAli.ze the book
and complete the 1968-69 story
of the university.
The 1969 Shield will try to
show the role of the individual
students rather thah students as
a group.
Parker expressed the staJr's
goal in the new yearbook by sayIng, "We are trying to make the
yearbook apPealing to every
member of the student bocty."

HURRY!
Sign up to have your
class picture made for the

1969 SHIELD
Sign up in the SUB Lobby.
Pictures are taken from 8 till12
in the morning, and from 1 till 5
in the afternoon in Meeting Room 4.

DON'T FORGET!

DIGGING TO LEARN ......Students e xuvfted tfw lite of King Lynn'a

mec1-..

port last summer. The Association fM Cultur•l Exchange is offering colltge

students the opportunity to IPind summer months in Englend. Fifty students
from the United Stet• will be _.ected to perticlpete in this prognm.

British Cultu~al Exchange
Open to College Students
An opportunity for college students to spend their summer
months in England has been cr&ated by the Association for Cultural Exchange, a British nonprofit organization.
Under the program adopted by
the association, students from the
United States may earn credits
while receiving training in archaeology.
The 50 students who will be
selected from this country will
attend a thre&-week seminar for

Interested Students
Invited to Participate
In Physics Society
The officers of the Society af
Physics Sludeots are inviting all
interested students to participate
in this year's program.
Membershf,p in SPS is open to
all persons interested in physics. Anm1al membershf,p dues
are $3 which include subscription to Physics Today, a journal,
At the next meeting the members will go oo a cooctActed tour
of the pbysics facilities with c:temonstratioos in computer science and spectrophotometry,
The me~s are a means of •
introducing the physics department and ita facilities to new and
prospective members of SPS.
The next meeting will be tonight at 7 in 135 Science Bldg.

St. John'•
EpiHopcd

Church

MARCHING T HOROUGHBREDS....'The MSU merchlng
bend will giw its lest perfonnar- of the 11110n et the
Western geme Saturdey. The bend hes perfMmed at

tra.lnJng in British archaeology
and excavation teclmi(JJes at Merton College. Oxford. They will
then split up lntogroupsforthree
or more weeks' digging o:~ an
archaeological site.
In addition, part scholarships
are available to selected students
with a "B-plus•• average in the
program, which costs $725 in
including round-trip Qjght from
New York.
Murray State students see~
turther information should write
to Professor Jan A. Lowson,
Association for Cultural Exchange, 539 West 112th &reet,
New York, N. Y. 10025. The
deadline date for applications
is expected to be Feb. 1.

Sl U Professor to Meet
With Philosophy Majors
Students m'\jorq or minorto do graduate work in that field
will have an opportunity to meet
with a representative from S:lu~
ern Ullnois University Tuesday.
Prof. Lewis Hahn of SID will
moot with philosophY students
interested in graduate work at
3 p.m. Tuesday in 3 Wrather Hall.

ATTEND CHURCH

.

~02

NORTH 15TH

CHRISTIAN-Dis:IPLES

TOD.\:-t, 12:30 p.m..•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••Luncheon (65c)
~ker: Mrs. James Weatherly
Topic: "Children Who Hate"
TONIGHT. 7:00 p.m. .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Open Forum
Guest Leader: Bill Hartley
Topic: "Why Poetry?"
FRIDAY, 8-12 p.m .......................... Nowbere Coffee House
SJNDAY, 7:00 p.m. .............................................. Worship
Sermon • •••• ••••• • •••• • • •••••• • , •• •Dick Miller
Sermon •••••·•••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dlek Miller"-!

Your Third Dimension
By Hollis Miller
UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHR IST
Sun. 10:30•.m.. 6:00p.m.-Wed., 7:00 p.m.

at7:30 a. m. &

11.15a.m.

Wed Murray
Church of
Chrisl
S. 18th at Holiday Drive

SUNDAY
Bible Study __ 10:00 a.m.

Wonhip ·-··· 10:50 a.m.
Worship _ _ 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
7:00p. m. Bible Study
Phon" 753-3800
753-7769
For Transportation

or Information

is spo nsoring a l at inHigh Mass at 11;00 a.m. at

St. l eo Church at North 12th and Payne Street.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT

The Catholic Church has gone Modern. Now everything
is in English. What happened to the beautiful words
and the old latin language? Everyone is invited

U. METHODIST

PRESBYTERIAN

EPI~OPAL

Sent~:

APOSTOLATE COUNCIL

OLD-TIME RELIGION

1620W. Main St.

SUNDAY WORSHIP

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC

ing in philosophy and planning

United Campus Ministry
PHONE 753-353"

helf-tlme •nd Pf"'"Pme ceremoni• It every home pme this
seuon. The Merc:hing ThMoughbnlds ere under the
direction of Mr. Paul Shahen.

Something II dlngerously -one with eny system that ~ns itMff
wholly with the mind end lgno r• tfle tpirit. Meny men end women have
entered tfw busi,_ - l d who c:ould expertfy perfMm the tesks of their
c:hoMn field but were at el- to know how to live. Billy Grehem IPC)tce on
• university c:amput •bout 1 college girt wh011 lest words to hlr mother
.tter • n 1utomobife ec:c:ident -re: " Mother, you t1ught me everything I
needed to know to get by in college. You teught me how to light my
c:lgerette, how to ho ld my cock tail 111-. end how to h•ve inten:ourw
utely. But, Mother, you never taught me how to d ie. You better teech me
quickly, Mother, bleiUII I'm dying," It one h• notleerned themeening
of deeth he has not I~ how to live. To liw • though t odey llone is
the whole of existence ia to ignore tfle ~umulltld experience of ell
men kind.

Sunday; 9:30 a.m. at

COLLEGE BIBLE STUDY
University Christian Student Center
1403 W. Olive

to attend a meeting Monday, Nov. 25th, at 8:00 p .m.
at 1651 Calloway.

Let's Get It Straight

THANK GOODNESS!
"Thank goodness!" you say, when something turns out
well in spite of your fears. "Thank God!" says someone
else. We realize that usually these an• simply heartfelt expressions of relief. But let's analyze them a bit more
closely
- -some material gain. oBut
when his child was saved
from death, when undeserved
blessing came to him, he was
at a loss how to express his
gratitude. Finally, sensing
the emptiness of his life without God, he repented and
found peace.
"What have you that you
did not receive?" asks the
Bible. Your mind your body
your talents, the ~ery breath
you draw were not your gifts
to yoursclf. You were endowed with them at birth.
Whatever good use you are
able to make of them is only
by the grace of God wh~ continues to supply you with life
and the ability to !unction.
Have you lo~t the word
"Father" from your vocabulary? The only way you can
regain it is to become a child
of God through the new birth .
through receiving Jesus
Christ into your he:u't and
life and thw~ lwroming related to Cod through Him.
For frt"'! booklet, "f'ou..owrlVG CHRIST.'' wt·ite to
Box 327. 1\nx.;UlELJ), N. J, 07657. DEPt. MSN

"Thank goodness" is an impersonal sort of expression,
not addressed · to anyone in
particular. "Thank God," if
uttered sincerely, can mean
that you recognize His power
to intervene in your life, and
that you appreciate it. However, the person who unthinkingly says "Thank God"
for every minor circumstance
that pleases him - "Thank
God it's qui~ing time! Thank
God the dtshes are done!
Thank God that pest is
gone!" - is taking God's
name in vain, .tor he has t:O
thought of hts Creator m
~pe~king in ~his fashion. He
ts :;tmply bemg profane.
Someone has aRked,
"Whom does thP. atheist addre.-;s when he wants to expres.<> gt·atitude for unexpected good fortune?" Hem·y
Van Dyke wrote a stot'Y
called "The Lo~t Won!," in
which a man gave up the
word ''Father'' from hi:-~ vocabulat·y in exchange for,

I

I
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STEAM PRESIDENT SAYS:

1,400
Students
Aided
Blacks' Proiects Show Progress
By Fall Loan Grants

By KA RL HARRISON
The following Is an interview
with Bernard Dishman, president
of the Students ror Total Equa~
lt,y at Murray, an organization
formed last spring by black students at Murray.
Dishman answered questions
pertaining to STEAM, and how
it has or has not progressed.
Q. What are the functions of
STEAM? Why was it created?
What are Its main goals?
A. Our main goal is the general welfare or black, and white,

students at Murray State, to clear
up any discrimination which we
feel might exist.
We feel that black students especially, can feel a closer tie
with one another in STEAM, more
togetherness. We have about 25
to 30 white students who are
either members or attend our
meetings regularly.
We are not a militant organization, and it bothers me for
people to think that we are. Many
people have told me, alter attending a meeting, that they were
hesitant to come before because
they feared we were a militant
organization. We don't want to
cause trouble; we don't want
to be thrown out of school. It
is not our p.u-pose to raise hell
j ust to get things done."
Q. Your constitution, drawn up
last year, says, in part, that
STEAM was organized "to work
toward the achievement of total
An internationally knoW'.1 fllm- equal rights for all minority
groups attending MSU." Have
m.tker, Mr. Ronald A. Nameth, any
or your goals been reachwill show and discuss his films
ed?
tomt1rrow at 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.
A. Yes, we have accomplished
in the Recital Hall of the Fine
.Arts Bldg,
M;·. N!lm·~th received his 13S
and MS degrees from the Institute of Design of Dlinois Institute of Tcchn<iogy in Chicago. He taught at Columbia College, Chicago, in 1965-1966, and
since then, at U1e University of
Saturday will be the big day
Dlinois.
One of his films, "Andy War- for the ~rt P arachuting Club.
hols' Exploding Plastic Inevit- Tbis is the day the club expects
With the Velvet Under- to begin the first jumps,
able
Anyone wishing to join the
ground, " has received excellent
reviews. Mr. Gene Youngblood fun should attend the meeting
in the Los A'\leles Free P r es at 6:30 tonight in 22 Wrather
stated: "Namt'th does with ci- Hall or contact Bill Rawlings
nema what the Beatles do with at 753--2397.
All inter ested members ar e
music: his fil m is dense, com·
asked to bring $6 to the meetpact, yet fluid and poetic.''
ing tonight.
This is to go for
" It is extremely heavy, ex- parachute
and
plane
rental.
tremely fast, yet airy and light.,
a mosaic, a tapestry, a m.mdala that sucks you into its whirling vortex and spins your brain until tho:) real and imagined
become one. "
Ml'. Namelh has received numer ous awards and has participated in both national and international film ;>I'\<:> wings. His work
is in various private and public
collections, including thoseof the
Universit;y or Louisville and the
Museum of Modern Art in N•)W
York.
Both programs her e tomorrow
are free and open to the public.

Art Movies
To Be Shown
Tomorrow

some of the things already, long
before I thought we might. We
have made strides in ga~ oflcampus housing for black students, and we are making more.
We have gained more campus
jobs, such as teachers• assistants and secretaries this year
when in previous years black
students usually got kitchen or
janitorial assignments,
Another field in which STEAM
has helped tbe black students and
the university as well is in the
p.u-chastrw of library booka on
black history. Mr. Hines bas been
extremely helpful and cooperative in ordering these books and
seeing that they become available.
We are now in the process of
initiating a program, or a drive,
to get a black teacher at Murray. Wehavesomepetltions~
circulated, and we have the pledged help of certain tacuU;y members who said they would help
us if they could. We are entering a candidate In the "Mrs .
MSU'" contest, and we have had
(Continued on P9101

Parachute Club Will Make
First Jumps on Saturday
The total cost for a parachuting lesson is $12, which includes complete instructions by a
licensed parachutist and rental
or the e(Jl.ipment and plane.
Major T homas Owen, a sport
pa rachutist, attended last week' s
mt'eting and advised the members.
Rawtings and Harold Wingo,
both experienced sky divers, gave
some general instructions to the
group.

Financial assistance w a s
granted to approximately 1,400
students during tall registration,
according to Mr. Johnny MeDougal, financial-aid coordinator.

Mr. McDougal also stated that
this figure does not include students working on the university
employment program or students receiving scholarship aid.
A breakdown in the programa
showed that 659 students received aid from the National Defense
Student Loan for a total oC
$206,625.

Elght;y students received a t(>.
tal or $30,025 rrom the Nursuw
Student Loan and 43 students
r eceived a total of $10,475 from
the Nursing Educational Opportunity Grant.
Mr. McDougal estimated that

t b e guaranteed-loan program.
which lends through institutions

in the students• hometowns, assisted with $300,000. He also
said that some ot the checks
received by the students were
for fall and s~ semesters.
The Educational OpportunU;y
Grant assisted 297 students with
a total of $74,025.
The federal work-study program, which employs the students
on campua at the university. assisted 450 students with parttime income. Through this program a student can work up to
15 hours per week at a rate or
$1.15 per hour.
The deadlines for a ll loans
have passed and applications are
now being processed for the
spring semester. For more information contact Mr. McDougal
in 317 Administration Bull~.

Clifford's Gulf Service

5 POINTs

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN
Antifreeze
Radiator Hose
Heater Hose
Hose Clamps
Thermostats
Caskets
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY -- 753-9091

WHAT IS IT

Leach's Music &TV

'I•

Your Complete Music Center

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE
Modem Equipment

Register each time you play

Pleasant Atmosphere

for $50.00 to be given away Friday,

Dates Play Free

Nov. 22, at 5 p.m.

Free Instructions on
Request

(YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO.WIN)

CRAZY HORSE BILLIARDS
ACROSS FROM WI LSON HALL

Your Thanksgiving drive home
maybe
your biggest driving test of the year!

Featuring Such
Outstand~ng Brand
Names in Music as
• FENDER
• MACNAVOX
• MOSSRITE
• CRETSCH
DIXILAND CENTER

CHESTNUT ST.

'Flying Saucer' Buffs
Given Encouragement
By House Committee
Students who think they have
seen flying saucers In the past can
now breathe easy, according to an
article in the November issue of
the American Legion magazine.
Several members of the House
Committee on Science and
Astrona utics have the uneasy
feeling that the U. S. government
Is not taking a really serious look
into the ~zzle of Unidentified
flying Ob,Jeets.
Along with equally concerned
scientists, theX tear that the
mystery of the 'flying &aucers"
may be long hidden behind a
curtain of all·too-ortlcial ridicule.

I
YEARBOOK PICTUAE••••••c.nol Mcaelt11n, • fnlhmen from Loulerifte, did
whet menv MuiTIIY St.te students hewe nQt yet d--the signed up for her
Shield pietun end k~ her appointment. _Editor Certton Perker •id Sundlly the
time for taki119 Shield pictures had been extended until the ctuistm• holidays.

Dr. Farrell to Represent
MSU in National Meeting
Dr. Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the fino arts department,
will represent MSU In the 44th
annual meet.Uw of t he Natioc.al
Association of Schools of Music
on Nov. 25-27 in Washington,
D. C.
Some 350 ~ehoola will be r&o
presented by the deans of the music departments in mostmember
universities and colleges and by
the administrative heads of conservatories.
The NASM has been designated
by the National Commission on

Blood Mobile
To Be Here
On Tuesday

SHOWING FROM

1 P. M. DAILY

TODAY THRU SAT.

A symposium was held on
Ca pltol HilJ, the magazine
reports, by the committee to
permit several outstanding
scientists to speak out. They
urged congress to take a far more
searching Investigation of the
UFOs than the single Air Force
project assigned to this mission.

Dr. Stanton R. Friedman, a
Westinghouse nuclear physicist,
Accrediting as the responsible stated : " After considerable
agency for the accreditation of stud y, first-hand lnvesti,ation,
all music-degree curricula with and review of a great vanety of
specialization In the fields ot date, I have concluded that the
applied music, music theory, evidence is overwhelming that the
earth is being visited by
com~sition, music therapy, musicology, and music as a major intelligently-controlled vehicles
whose o~in is extraterrestrial"
in liberal arts program.
Murray State Un1versi1y has
been a member of NASM since
1936.

Murray

Library Suney Team
Seeks Improvement
In Staff and Facilities

A survey to uncover the most
needed Improvements in the Library ls being made, according
to Mr. Charles Hines, librarian,
Dr. Augustus L. Khulman will
head the survey team. He has
his PhD in sociology and lJ~
rary science. Other members ot
The blood mobUo will be at the committee are Dr. Walfr'ed
library director at
the &JB ballroom from 10 until Encbson,
Eastern Michigan, and Dr. Robert
4 Tuesday.
library director at Ohio
This is a part of the Murray- Rogers,
University.
Calloway
County blood-dooor
campaign and the support of all
The survey will concern itself
persons in req.Jested.
primarily with staff organization
The q.Jota for this fall is 450 and bulldirw needsoftheLtbrary,
pints. Last fall 467 pints were Mr. Hines said. The committee
donated.
wlll presenta r eporttothefacult;y
The blood mobile Is being spon- following the conclusionofther&o
sored by the Ranger Company of
the military science department. search.

Drive-In
STARTS
NOV. 21 - 22 - 23

CLINT EASTWOOD

"For a Few
Dollars
More"

LATE SHOW SAT. 10:40 P.M.

Four kinds of
queen ly females
.. .some regal.
some legal,
all exciting f

--ALSO--

DESIGNED WITH
YOU IN MIND

-

ROYAL FILMS
INTERNATIONAL

STARTS SUN.
NOV. 24 • 25 • 26 • 27

""~''""""~'<At:. ~'l',l

CAPUCIN[ · CLAUDIA CARDINALE ·ALBERTOSOROI
JEAN SOREL · ONICA VITII · RAOUEL WELCH .

Porta Color*TV

SUN. • MON. • TUE.

• EXCLUSIVE Porta Color System
• Weighs only 24 pounds
• 60 square lnc h picture
• UHF-VHF

WHEN

antennas

LIFE

SWINGS

GE 6 Transistor Radio
Complete $5.99

. , BILBIIEY'S
210 E. MAIN

753·5617

e

IT'S

2o.
........

,
COU>It hy Ill'! u\l•

lWJ

United ArtiS II

SMA~
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RELIGIOUS ROUNDUP :

BSU Wi,ll Hear Two Mormons

WINNER AT WORK••..••pt-vfng the pipe 0f9111, ThomM George of Sllem
...:ently won the titfe of ' 'Musician of the v- ." A junior mejoring In music,
Gecwge nN:eived • piMiue ~ Ph i Mu Alphe's Province 15 competition in Nalttville,
Tenn. George repr-nted Murrey's Gemmt Oelte chiiPtw.

Two young Mormon mission- lstry luncheon today at 12:30.
aries, Ray Jargonsen, Salt Lake Her topic will be "Children Who
City, and David Phillips, Bak- Hate - A Study ot Ghetto
ersville, Calif., will present a Children." Due to the Thankstwo--part program on the Mormon giving holidays there will be no
religion and its workings at the luncheon next Wednesday.
Baptist Student Union.
The open forum will be tonight
The first or these programs at 7. Mr. Bill Hartley will speak
will be presented tomorrow night on ''Why Poetry?" •
at 6:30 at the Baptist Student
The Rev. Richard t.liller will
Center. A film will be shown deliver the sermon at the worconcerning the Mormon rellglon. ship service Sunday night at 7,
Thls will be the same film His topic will be "Two Ways
which was shown at the Mormon
Pavilion at the World' s Fair. to Give Thanks." A fellmnbip .
hour will immediately follow
The second session will be the service.
Monday night at the same hour.
At this meeting there will be a
group discussion on "What Is tbe
Mormon Faith?"
NEWMAN CLUB

Miss Hampton Heads
Kappa Pi's Officers

CHR~TIAN

CHURCHEs

Students from the Independent
Christian Churches will meet
Sunday
moming at Southside
Restaurant. The meeting will b&gin at 8. After n short worship
service a communion service
wUl be held,
Anyone needing transportation
should contact either Bob Taylor
at 753-6900 or B111 Wood at
75:J..6192.
All interested persons are invited to attend this service.

ACE Group Picture Set
For Tomorrow at 12:30
The

Associatioo !or Child-

hood Education will have their

Kappa Pt art fraternity has group picture made at 12:30 tomThe weekly meeting ot the
orrow in 154 Edlcatioo Building.
Newman Club will be at 7 ~ elected its new officers.
All members should be there.
The
officers
are
as
follows:
night at Gleason Hall
Claire Hampton, president; Jo
The folk mass will be tomor- Ellen Holmes, vice-president;
row night at 7 at Gleason Hall.
Vicki Hughes, secretary; Betty
we to the request of 1'IW'\Y Powell, Georgana Fields, and
Marianna Marshall, treasurers;
people the 11 mass on Sunday
and, Karen Raines, publicity chawill be done entir ely in Latin.
Dr. Lewis E. Hahn, research serving as chairman of the ed- Father Martin Mattingly stated
irman.
professor and director of grad- itorial board of the Deway Co-- that since the change from the
uate studies in philosophy at operative Research Project.
all-Latin mass many people have
Southern Dlinois University, will
a mass
During the summ~r of 1968 requested having
.
. in Latin.
address the Murray State facul- Dr. Hahn participated in the sixU<.:S CENTER
ty Tuesday.
th International Congress of AesHis topic at the meeting, to be thetics in Sweden and the 14th
The Christian Student Center
held at 4 p.m. in the Mason Hall International Congress or Phil- will have their weekly devotionauditorium, will be "The Philos. osophy in Vienna, Austria.
al tomorrow ~t at 6 in the cenophy or John Dewey...
He earned BA and MA degrees ter on Olive V
Dr. Hahn collaborated wlthD&o at the University ot Texas ter on Olive Blvd. The speaker
the devotional has not been
and at the University or Cal- !or
wey and others to write "Value:
named.
ifornia, His special fields of
A Cooperative Inq..tiry." He also
UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY
wrote "A Contex1ualistic Thoory research are m•·ta.(ilysics, episMr s. James Weatherly will
753-6955
of Perception,"
as well as temology, theory of value, and
806 Chestnut
speak at ~e United Campus Minseveral essays in philosophical American P,llosophy.
journals.
Dr. Hahn was named Man of
He served as the editor of "The the Year in the "Directory of
for
Proceedings and Addresses of American Philosophers"
the American Philosophical As. 196&.67. He is a fellow in the
socintion" and as co-editor or American Association ror the
"The Early Works of John 0&- Advancement of Science.
Dr. Hahn Is a member of
wey, 1882--98."
several organizations, including:
American Association of UniverProf. Dewey was one of AmerIncome T1x Free S1ving for Your Reti,..
sity Professors; Association of
Ica's foremost philosophers and
ment With or Without Life Insurance
Graduate Schools; American PhiIs known for his contribution to
Benefits
for Your Family. Write or
losophical
Association,
Phi
Beta
education.
Kappa; Southern Society for PhilCall
•••
Formerly a faculty member at osophy and Psychology; the Interthe University of Missouri, national Institute of Arts and
Princeton University, and Wash- Letters; and Southwestern Pbilington University, Dr. Hahn was osopbical Society.
dean of the Graduate School of
He ls consultant-examiner of
Arts and Sciences at Washington
Mayfield, Ky.
247-5225
C. M. R,.._
from 1954 to 1963. He has been ~~~C~l~ocia~of ~-~~C~·~T~
.
~~~M~~~------------------~-------~
at SIU since 1963 and is now
Colleges and Secondary Schools.

SIU's Hahn to Speak
To Facuity Tuesday

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

-

THOROUGHBRED DRIVE-IN
15e Hamburgers

7 for $1.00

Shakes • Sundaes - Malts

Your Tax-Shellered Amtuily RepreseDialives
al Murray Slale
The Connecticut Mutual
Lile Insurance Co.

It might b e
an id entit\4 crisis •••

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
ln 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended pr ogram. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
crammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
C ity, Grand Duchy of Lux.

•

L"'"'~~"'~W!J~il{;"t!;:=.-~

But ~ know

TOMMY CARRICO•&

YOU RE YOU~
CHARLIE
BROWN

Marine Service Station

THE NEW

W. MAIN ST. (ACROSS FROM DAIRY QUEEN)

9

,IAIIUTS.
CARTOON BOO K!
By Charles M. Schulz
ONLy

~~ al your
college
baokslare

Halt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

Wateh out for the Other Guy.

Major Oualily Gasoline al Special College Prices
Cigarelles

24c

Balk Molar OU . . 15c

We Sell All Major Brands ol Motor OU
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Dishman•••
(Contlnu«f From Pege 7)

Wednesday, Nov. 20,

~~~8

NUDE THERAPY RECOMMENDED:

'Cure' for College Unrest Found

and will conttme to have capable
students running for positions
A new cure Cor unrest on mlliar they - can touch and emon the Student Councn and in
college
campuses and racial dis- brace, but with certain limitaclass elections.
Another project is still what orders may have been found by a tions.
you m1gbt describe as "in the Hollywood clinical psychologist,
At dawn the second day they
accoroq to a report given Nov.
air."
have
"a spiritual experience,••
We have proposed a black arts 11 to the American College ot Dr. Blndrim added,· by climbing
Medical
Hypnotists
in
Las
Vefestival - getting black art and
into a war m swimming pool and
exhibita from here .)lDd other gas.
meditating CJ1Jtely qether.
Dr.
Paul
Blndrlm
claims
that
•
universities, and maybe even
Body contact is encouraged befrom Atrlca, We are trying to by removing all their clothes
get a good speaker here for our and participa~ in group ther- cause it Is " essential to emotionproposed festival, to help show apy participlnts lose inhibitions al expr ession." But be says the
a part c1 our black culture. and can understand themselves participants are able to enjoy
sensual pleaatre without sexual
You see, black culture Is now better.
He tdd the college of the 21- envolvement because they are
a popJlar subject. It 1B sweep1
ing the country, because both hour sessions he has been hold- so emotionally 'tumed on."
black and white people now real- ~ each weekend Cor a~ a
At first some members ot the
Ize that the black man baa a year at Palm ~rings. Ciil.if. American Psychological Assodellnlte culture, just as the In- There are 14 nude participants, ciation objected, he said, butforcU.ans or any other race have. male and Cemale,ateachsessJon,
I feel that an understanc:liJ1r he says. The fee for this therof our culture bOth by ourselves apy is $45 a session.
"Clothlnll cOOBtitutes a mask
and by white students will help
behind which the individual
to achieve an overall understand- hides"
the proCessor said in
Ing of each other as men.
describing
hts somewhat unusual
Q. Last year you said, "I feel
the organization must growinthe theory.
Participants )1st sit and talk
right direction... What Is this
right direction, and has the m-.; about emotional problema at
ganization grown In the right ftrst. As they become more faThe Peace Corps Placement
direction?
Test will be given Dec. 2 at 3
A. It baa definitely grown In
p.m. The Bowline Green Post
the right direction. It bas grown
Office is the nearest testing cenIn the direction which would be
ter for Murray students.
conducive to black unity, and
The purpose of the test Is
white-black unity, through acto give the Peace Corps an idea
complishment rather than attention. We have received help from
"ffies and Stalnaker Textiles," of how one can best help the
the school and administration ra- a $-piece collection of tapes- people or develq>bw countries
ther than the school putting us tries, silk-screen prints, lino- around the world,
To be eligible to take the test,
down.
leum prints, and two and three· I! we bad not been accepted, dimensional loom weaving, will the applicant must be at least
maybe we would have drltted in remain on display through &mday 18 years old, a citizen or the
the wrong direction. But we got in the Art Gallery in the Fine United States, and have no dependents under 18. Married stuhelp, understanding, recogni- Arts bldg.
tion. and a feeling that what we
Mr. Bud &.alnaker, a designer dents are eUgible if both the
were and are doing is beneftcial of architectural textiles, com- husband and wife can serve as
not only to our own group, but bines all the traditional weaving volunteers.
In order to take the test, an
to the overall betterment of technlq.~es with contemporary coschool environment.
lor and design to create three- applicant mu <Jt fill out a data
Q. Do you fJ.nd the considera- dimensional constructions In his rorm which can be obtained at
any post omce. If not already
tion, rejection, or acceptance of hangings.
your plans and projects a "cool"'
Miss Terry rues. an associate submitted, the application may
approach ~ administrative professor of art at Indiana Uni- be handed In at the time of the
_personnel,
or a receptive versity, utilizes unconventional test.
All _persons taking the test must
approach?
materials with conventional webring
their social security numaving
techniq.~es.
A. So Car. In talking with Dr.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to ber with them. For further inSparks, he has been very fair,
5 p.m. Monday through Friday, formation interested persons
and this is not to say he bas
been fair only because he has 8 a.m. to noon Sltuniay, and 1 should write Peace Corps, Washington, D. C. 20525.
accepEed everything we have said to 5 p.m. &mday.
or recommended. He has seemed very Interested and has taken a concerned attitude.
Q. What about the communications line between the black
and white masses at Murray
State? What did you see as the
barriers? Rave any of them been
torn down?
A. First of all, I don't want
to make MSU look bad by saying
there. fs a barrier. But there is,
and we want 1o help in breaking
1t down. STEAM is our outlet
to do things In a way to gain ac-

Peace Corps
Test Slated
For Dec. 2

Art Gallery Exhibit
Of Unusual Textiles
To Close on Sunday

Save Today
at

mal protests have been withdrawn. Doctors, clergymen, and
lawyers at the convention lauded his experiment.
Dr. Bindrim Insists that nude
psychotherapy is beco~ more
common and is here to stay.

" It helps remove alienation.
which is the cause of unrest on
our campuses and is one reason for our racial troubles,"
he said.

4 in Industrial Arts
Cited at Convention
Two instructors and two students won awards at the Kentucky Industrial Education Association Convention held in Loutsville Nov. 8-9.
Mr. Robert Jones and Mr. Joe
Cowin. associate professor ofindllstrlal education, received awards In teaching areas. Mr.
Jones placed second in the university division's demonstration.
Mr. Cowin received a trophy
for the best teaching aid in the
university division.
Two students also won awards.
Paul Guess, Murray, won first
and second place in technical
illustration. Rudy Carver, Hampton, received a trophy !or the best
project in theunlversitydivision.
Dr. C. D. Lemons,chairmanof
the department of industrial educatioo and presidentoftheKIEA,
presided at the convention which
36 Murray state students and 10
faculty members attended.

WALLACE'S

MYSTERY
SPECIAL

641 Super SheD

Tires. Tulles. Batteries. Accessories
Open 6 a. m. to Midnight
"College Business Appreciated"
753-9131
Murray. Ky.

IContinued on Page 17)

JIM
ADAMS

I.G.A.
lOth & Chestnut
PEN 24 HOURS A OAy
6DAYSAWEEK

Grade 'A' HEN

J'urkeys

39C

10 • 16
lb. Ayg.

Lb.
Field's

Wieners
tlb.

'*'· 49c
Matchless

Bacon

49c

lb.

IGA

Cranberry

~:~an l9C
Sno-Kreem

Shortening
31.b.

~

&sc

Pu.;Pkin
No. 303 Can

2 29C
for

Fresh

Thursday
5 P.M. - 7 P.M.

SMORGASBORD
Bigger & BeHer
Than Ever
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$169
(Only meal served

at this time)

DI XIE LAND CENTER

CHESTNUT ST.

Cranberries
1 lb. cello bag

29C
Fresh

Coconuts

•• }9C

LOWEST PRICES IN
TOWN! REMEMBER: IT'S
Til TOTAL ON Ttl
TAPE THAT COUNTS.
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Radio Show Changes Title
To 'The Voice of MSU'
Murray State's radio program
has taken on a new name, "The
Voice of 'MSU," according to
Morris Cracratt. radio-production director.
The 90..minute show, which
broadcasts over Station WNBS
each weekday night, will continue ln much the same role
as when called Melange. Air
time ls from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Already this year the program
has fea1ured various campus activities. These have included Uve
cover age of the Homecoming parade, results of student elections,

plus regular coverage or university sports.
Plans a~ belng discussed by
the radio group to broadcast a
special Christmas program, but
no definite decisions have yet
been made.
Along with Morris, a senior
from Murray, this semster's
board of dir ectors includes:
Spencer Solomon, Benton, tapeUbrary
director;
Stephanie
Crookston, Muncie, Ind., ~
JZram director: John Murray, Mt.
Vernon, Ill.,, news director; and
Mike Bradley, Clarendon Hills,
111., sports director.

College Carousal
Book Store
• ART ·SUPPLIES
·BEST SELLERS

WAR- THE NEGATIVE SIDE .•• hrdonthepun, buttMt'l
wh•t the picture Is. 11 lhlrtM out to be a pho1ogqptt of the
war pmes pl1yed by the MSU R•nean end the Vtte D ub on

The Store That's A Little Different

TWO·DAY FIELD PROBLEM:

105 N. 61h St. 753-3024

Rangers 'Battle' at Blood River
Wildcat Creek in the Blood cesst\ll contact with the neutral of defense, attack and counter•
attack, night movement, and amRiver area of western Kentucky populace," he said.
bush.
is usually a peaceful place, but
Although it was a learning
•'The staff and officers were
Nov. 8-9 it was turned into a situation, the conditions were
battlefield when Murray State's made as realiztic as possible well pleased with the overall perRanger Company, commanded by through the use or grenade sim- !ormtmce or the Rangers, most
Cadet George Hargrove, went J.n.;. ulators and M-1 rUles with blank of whom were having their first
experience in the field.'' said
to the field Cor a training ex- cartridges.
Cadet Lt. Robert ColHs or the
ercise.
The Rangers practiced and Ranger Company, in summing
The Rangers trained against a
team of would-be aggressors, m1de use of patrols, perimeters up the operalioo.
which included somo Viet Nam
11eterans from the Veterans' Club ~~~~~~~~
The aggressors were led by Cadet ~Lance E. Booth Jr.
The company or Rangers was
given lhe problem of destroying
CHICKEN BOX
HAM SANDWICH
the base camp or an enemy force
in a neutral province. The comChicken, Potatoes,
pany had the job or harassing
Rolls
Reg. 65c
~
and eliminating the aggressors
and preventing them from gaJ.n.;.
l.ng support of the local people.
Reg. 95c
They were also assigned the
tasks of destroying the radiotransmission centers.
"The Ranger Company did its
CHESTNUT STREET BY THE CAPRI
.wt
job as a counter-guerilla organization.'' Booth said. ''They surprised the enemy forces andoverran and destroyed thebasecamp.
They also prevented communication by capturing or destroying
the aggressor's radios."
"By constant harassment and
ambush, the Rangers prevented
the enemy from m1king any sue-

DANIEL BOONE CHICKEN AND BEEF ~

~
J}

Now 59c

Now 79c

HUIE'S
nower Shop
1 BLOCK

FROM CAMPUS

t~

COLLEGE CLEANERS
I 411 Olive Blvd.
Across From Ordway

753-3852

COMPLETE DRY
CLEANING
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE

FES
AT GULFSTREAM PARK
A Thf)usand Wf)nde.-s and a Th.-ee VaY £ f)llalfe f)f 13eautlful
SATURDAY, D.EC. 28 •1 pm ·10 pm

MONDAY, DEC. 30 •1 pm ·10 pm

Jose Feliciano • Country Joe and the F1sh •
Buffy Sainte Marie • Chuck Berry • The lnfimte
McCoys • John Mayall's Bluesbr uker s •
Booker T. and The M.G.'S. • Dino Valente •
Fleetwood Mac

Jose Feliciano • Canned Heat • The
Turtles • Iron Butterfly • The Joe Tex Revue •
I an •na Sylvia • The Gr1ssroots • Charl es
lloyd Quartet • Sw eet I nspirations • The
Grateful Dead

PlUS EVERY DAY:

SUNDAY, DEC. 29 •1 pm • 10 pm

Phone 753-3981

·SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• PICTURE FRAMING

Steppenwolf • Jr. Walker and the All Stars
Butterfield Blues Band • Flatt and Scruggs
Marvin Gaye • Jonl Mitchell • The Boxt ops
Richie Havens • James Cotton Blues Band
H . P. lovecraft

•
•
•
•
'

The 1968 lnvitatiOnlll Wal~•nc Catfish Dtrby; The Giant
TH..af Slide; Hundrtds of Am and Crafts Dnrlo•y.; The
Warm Tropoo;al Sun and a Full Moami Moon; M•dllatlon
Grovt; Wandennc Musician•: Blue Mtanles on Parade;
Thin&• to But and £at; 20 AcrH of Hidden Surprlou in
Beautoful Gardens; World's first [lec:tromc: Sllydtven;
Sttatospheric Balloons; Kaleldouoplc [lephents

Safety belts in cars protect no one-- unless used.

~uslc

Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1968

Sigma Delta Pledges
~

Nine New Members
Nine
students are pl~
Sigma Delta, honorary pbyalcal education fraternity, for the
tall semester.
They are: Cindy Almendinger,
Sylvia Almei'Jdirwer, Mike Bussiere, Delores ~kea, Darlene
Leonard, Michael Maroca, Kay
Pinkley, Bob Reader, and Rob-

ert Wtuett.

Members of Sigma Delta are
currently p1ann}ng activities for
"Mission: Possible, " 'This is a
national project organized to help
promote pro(eselonalism in the
tleld of Jilysical education.
The program will include lectures, demonstrations, and clinIcs as the Murray group works
with other collegeslnvolved in the
project.

Two Coeds to Head
Modern Dance Club

Two Debate Tearns
To Represent MSU
In Southern Contest

Two debate teams will be representin(r Murray State in the
Fraternity members will at- &Nthem DSR-TKA Conference
tend the Southern District meet,. in 1\ascaloosa, Ala., over the
tng of the AAH PER in Memphis weekend, according to Prof. J,
Feb. 2D-24.
Albert Tracy, head of the speech
Sfs(ma Delta advisers are Miss
Brlnda Smith and Dr. James division.
Jerry nmcan. Madisonville,
Frank.
and Ted Fadler, Red Bud. ID.,
APhiO Chooses Sewian
will be one team, while Bob
Head of Pledge Class
Johnson, Paris Grove, Tenn.,
and Doug Myers, Lone Oak, will
Alpha Phi Omega, a social make up the other.
service fraternity, has elected
Duncan is a junior pre-law
the following pledge-class officers: President, Jim Sewian; and speech major; !''adler, a
vice-i)resident, Charlie Faughan- senior speech and Dlglishmajor;
an; treasurer, Bob Holden; re- Johnson, a freshman speech and
cording secretary, George Tuck· journalism major; and Myers,
er; and sergeankl.t-arms, Jerry a freshman pre-Jaw and business
major.
Burnett.

COME BY FOR A
FREE DEMONSTRATION

The Mndem Dance Club elected officers at their first meet-STOMP, STOMPI.....In pnpeeedoft far the ~-W....W . . . . . . . .. the
wnhy ~elders.,. lilting "Stomp W-.m" tag1 for a dime ..:h. The ....,
c:hMrtelders ere: (top, left to rightl Nannette Solomon, Debbie Dibble, Vicki
Au.all; (bottom row I 1<-v GaiTOtt, Jane Morris, Mimi L....,, and Kathy Sells.

Business Fraternity

Reports 12 Pledges·

Twelve men have pledged Alpha KaJ>ll& Psi., a professional
business fraternity, Cor the fall
semester. T he pledges arc:
Edward
Attuck, Bingham,
N. Y.; Barry B~, :t.bdisonville; Kent Bradley, ~ringflel<f.
nl.; Dale Gutherie, Murray; John
Hall, Cadiz; Jerry Jnnan, Hardtn,
Jack Delllher, &Yracuse, N. Y.;
03vld King, Bardwell; Gary Konr ad, Vandalia, ID.; Ken Milligan.
Trenton, Tenn.; Inrin Rice, Garden City, N. Y. ; and BobSaveley,
Danvfile, lll.

ing Thursday.

They are: AndJ Hayden and
Betsy Dendas, cO<halrmen; Silly
Bowers, secretary; Barbara HolsapP,e, campus publicity; Mary
Brodie, scrapbook organizer;
28-Piece Print Ex hibit ion
Kaye Beaman and Debbie ~ul
T o Be Up Until Nov. 27
dlng founding committee memA 28-plece print exhibition by bers.
Membership in the club ls
Murray State art students Is on
display on the third Ooor of the open until spring and no previous dance experience Is necFine Arts Hldg.
essary
to join.
The orlginal works are exampMeetings will be held each
les of relief print--maldng.
T he exhibit will rem:lin up un- Thursday night from 7:30 till
9:30 in the auxUary gym,
til Nov. 27,

AT

Merle Horman
Cosmetics
107 N. 4th St.

-

Decorated
for top
shoe honors.
Lift! Stddn's dandy
antiqued pump is
getting ull the r<J\'CS.

:\ bolJ nnllquPd
r.hnin marks the spo t
where ndmiring
eyes will turn.

tn

~!JJ 14 Karat

tl/tj

Gold

?5/J//Itditj!
a birthstone
for each child
As Cornelia, famed mother
of Ancient Rome, said of
her children . . . "These
are my jewels". A grace·
ful and elegant symbol of
pride in motherhood, this
lady C or neli a~ ring is
fashioned. in 14K gold.
Florentine finish. smooth
inside against the finger
and set with synthetic
birthstones . • . one for
each child or grandchild.
Truly a lasting treasure.

Playtex·invents the first-day tampon,
(We took the inside out
to showyou how different it is.)
See it on the
TODAY Show
and the
TOrUGHT

Show

Priced from $29.50
Other styles from $25.00

I""' .

LINDSEY'S
JEWELERS

Outside: it's softer and silky (not c:~rdboardy ) .
Inside: it's so extra :~bso rbent ... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind .. .
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
• 1m t
I
,
JS a
os zero.
r. ..... _.~

ADAMS SHOE STORE

"'~;~~a:-in the past? · . .4 p)~~X
-timi)Qiis
......

~.~~

· ..., ~
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Civil-Rights Officials
Scrutinize Nation's
Societies of 'Greeks'

Sheri Lockridge Wins
Memorial Scholarship

PO W·WOW....V-.dle knit * cen go enywhere. Lindll Snyder,
Meyflefd, modeled a red knit dr- fw
her lndi~ friend.

CALLINO .... l.Jind. Pftltipl, EUI'Ib,
Ill., made 1 good lmpr81'1ion In hw
mint~ end pink knit . __ _
-1M phone.

Versatile Knit Dresses
Go Places on Campus
By VICKI RUSSELL

One or the most attractive,
versatile, and practical types
of dresses for campus wear is
the kntt.
Knits come in all kinds of
patterns such as stripes, hel'ri.ngbones, and notty textures and
in many different weaves.
Knit dresses can go must anywhere.
They "dress up'' or
"dress down'' according to the
occasion and are seen in everything from ;;porty separates to
evening~oat dresses.
.
Belts, scarts, ana JCWelry a1d
coeds in making their lmitdresses take on new looks.
Knits have been included in
women's w.lrdrobes for a long
time, but never before have lhey
been so popular. Fashlon experts estimate that at least half
of lhe rashions being bought today are made of this type of material.

M'li\Y of these fabrics can even
be tossed In the washer with
regular garmmts and come out
in just as good stupe as before.
One of the main reasons for
this rise in knit popularity is
its durability, It is, SURJOSedly,
immune to sagging and stretch-

ing and does not lose its color
easily.
Also, dresses made or knit
can flatter the heavy girl if they
follow straight lines or the thin
coed, is she wears somt!thing
on the Dirdnlllne.
One m.ight think that wearingapparel m.1de of this new polyster material is expenslve, but
it actually Isn't. If you make
your own article, it is especially cheaper because of the soinch width or the fabric.
The smart, fashion~bleglrl will
buy a knit on her next shopping
spree.

S'leri Lockridge, a home economic s m.'ljor !rom Madisonville,
is the 1968-69winneroftheBeckY
stewart Mtlmorlal Scholarship.
This scholarship !or $50 is
awarded ara.tally to a girl in
Woods Hall Who has shown outstanding leadership q.aalities and
acedemic achievement, and who
has displayed an Interest In the
activities and work In Woods
Hall.
To be eligible Cor this schol·
arshlp, a girl must have at 3.0
average or better.
Miss Lockridge is a member
ol the Home Economics Club,
Alpha Lambda Delta and Gamma
Beta Phi. S'le is servina on the
Dormitory CouncD and has worked on party and talent comml~
tees or her dorm.
This is the third year the
Becky stewart Memorial Schol·
arship has been In existence.
Sandra Cummins was the first
winner in 1966; last year the
scholarship was won by Karen
Beswick.
The Becky stewart Memorial
Scholarsbf,p is given each year
in mcmorv o!Miss Becky stewart

Home Ec. Students

Meet for Workshop
Five home-economics students
recenUy attended the Kentucky
Home Economics Workshop at
Lexington, according to &!san
Morris, president of the Home
Economics Club.
Those attending were Mary
Edwards, Donna llonchul, Marie
Lenon, Margaret Me Daniels, and
Susan Morris.
The objective was ror the girls
to become interested :In joining
the American Home Economics
Association.

a 19-year:.Old sophomore, who
was killed in an automobile accident March 5, 1966.
An ootstandi~W student from
~rlngfield, Va., Miss Stewart
was a varsity cheerleader, member of Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Sorority, a member of the First
Baptist CIJJ.rch, and a very active mcm')er or college society.
9\e is recognized, not only
by the scholarship awarded In
her honor, but also within her
sorority, and through the cheerleading team.
Sigma Sigma Sigma gives a
11
Most Congenial Sigmn" award
each year in her momory, and
the cheerleaders named a
"Schod ~irlt" award fn her honor.

Art Exhibit by Leonard

Set to Close Tomorrow
A 54-piece art show by Jlm
Leonard, Owensboro, is on dl&play In the Kappa Pl Room In
the Fine Arts Bldg.
.
The exhibit which consists of
photographs,
ceramics, paintIngs, and weavfngs, will remain
in the fraternity room until tomorrow. It is open to the pub-

Fraternities and sororities across thenationarecomlngunder
close scrutiny this fall by federal
civil-rights officials.
The purpose of the campus
visits by these officials will be
to see lf administrators are complying with the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. accordingtoModeratormagazine.
Fraternities and sororities which occupy university property
will be carefully examined. If
such an organization is found
guilty of discrimination the university stands to lose its federal monies, the article said.
One unusual case was that ol 1
Northwestern University which
was threatened with Aandlng withdrawal lf it goes through with
its concession to black-student
demands ror all-black housing.
Northwestern administrators
olan to re-n~tiate tbe matter
with black students ln order to
keep their tunds, according to
Moderator.

He.

WALLACE'S
MYSTERY

SPECIAL

a studyin restrained elegance
Sophisticated chic, quiet elegance, beautiful fashion in restraint .. .
that's the classic simplicity of the perennial opera pump. This one. the
most feminine of all on a slim -shaped heel, oval toed. It tills your
wardrobe's need for the beautiful basic shoe . . you can count on it to

The Cherry's
STORE OF YOUTH AND FASHION

be right by day or night. In Black, Tan. Red and other colors.
Matching

H~ndbag

LITTLETON'S

$1499

Jacquel i ne•
Seen in GLAMOUR
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OPorta·
for people who thought
they didn't have room
for a dryer ...

If you live in an Apartment ...
fits in little space
does big jobs . ..
A thoroughly new dryer only 24" w ide.
28~" high and 15" deep. Holds a
generous load. Dries any fabric or
garment including Wash 'n Wear
perfectly in a gentle circle of heat
with no fa bric-weakening hot
spots. Comes in colors too.

A Dormitory
or Rented Room ...
portable . . .
rolls under counters, into closets,
almost anywhere . ..
Rolls easily on casters to wherever
you need it. Roll it to storage when
finished. Or you can hang it on a wall
with optional wall hanging brackets.
Up out of the way. Can be easily
removed when you want to change
its location or yours.

~.

I IT'S PORTABLE

A Mobile Home .. .
just plug it in, turn it on ... you're ready to dry
No special installation or venting
required. Just plug it into any
adequately wired 115 volt outlet as
you would any other portable
appliance. Heavy-duty 6 foot cord
stores out of the way on the back of
the dryer w hen not in use.

and if money is a problem
you can own a Maytag Porta-Dryer for only

$10995

Easy Terms readily available I

411 Maple Street, Murray
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SOCIAL WHIRL:

Mason- Dixon Ball to Recall Dixie
By VICKI RUSSELL

The traditional Mas~Dlxoo
Ball will be held Saturday night
ln the SUB ballroom from 8 until
12.
The Max from Cairo, DL, will
play for this open danee ! ponsor ed by Sigma Nu fraternHy.
Tickets may be purchased ln
advance for $2 or $2.50 at the

door.
PLEDGE-CLASS OFFICERS
Stx fraternities have announced thelr pledge-claas olncera for
this semester :
SIGMA em
President, Tom Douglas; vicepresident. Curtis Keen; treasurer, Frank Gowen; corresponding
secr etary, Jeff Llneburgi....recording secretary, Carlton nrker;
social chairman, Ricky Rickman.
ALPHA KAPFA ALPHA
President, Lynn Hopkins; vicepresident, John WhiUield; sec'.retary, Gr eg Laird; treasurer,
Ed
Armst:rone; sergeant-etarms, Tom~s; social chairman, Phil Barnett.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
President, Roger Simmons;
vice-president. Joe Droke; secretary, John Rowland; treasurer, Roger Melton: sergoanwtarms, Jim Smith; social chairman: Dickie Hodie.

PJ KAPPA ALPHA
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The Alpha Phi Omega chapPresident, JetrKirkwood;vte&president. Rusty Hayes; seo- ter at Western will play the Murretary, Howard Cochran; treas- ray chapter in a football game
urer, Blll Douglas; social chail'- here &ltur day morning before
rnan, Tom Mitchum; sergeant- the Western game. After the
at-arms, Steve Pease; historian, varsity game there will be a
Mike Rbodes; chaplain, John dance for the groups at the Lake.
Mierltt.
PINNINGS
LAMBDA CFn ALPHA
Vicld
~iceland (Sigma Sigma
President, Gary Peak; viceSigma), Murray, to Jimmy wnpresident, Larry Shutrett; sec- kins
(Sigma Chi), Murray.
r etaey, Steve Etherton; treasurSlaron Payne (Sgma Sigma
er, David Hazelwood: social Sigma plqe), Owensboro, to
c!lalrman, Cal D'Elia:: serg~ Dale Sltrater (Alpha Tau Omeat-enos , Bill Hammock; nash ga), Benton.
chairman, Rick Kotter .
Mary Brodie, Owensboro, to
SIGMA PI
President. Sbellv Jones: vice- Jim DeMeyer (Sigma Chi), F\11tary-treasurer, Roddy Jestq). ton.
Slaron Haley, ~ Island.
WlnTE R<m: BALL
N. Y. , to Bruce Lo~ (Sigma
Allila Tau Omega fraternity Chi), Rockford,
will hold its annual Whtte Rose
ENGAGEMENTS
Ball in honor oflts "Sweetheart••
MOOOROV&MULKEY
Janice Lockwood, Friday night
Marsha Mosgrove (Alpha~
at the Fez Club. It will be a
ma Alpha.). Clarksville, Ind., to
closed, semi-formal dance,

m.

SlGMA 1"1

Brenda Feast and Forest Bayer were the winners ol the "bestdressed" award presented at the
Sigma Pi Toga Party.

PIKA

DANCE

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity w1ll
have a cl osed dance at the Woman's Club House after the West-

ern game Saturday.
SIGMA Ctn DANCE
The Sigma Chi fraternity dance
alter the Western game Saturday night will be held at the
Woodmen of the World Hall, The
The Murray State chapter of Soul Syndicate will play.
Sigma Alpha Iota was host to
PIZZA PARTY
the annual state Psi Province
The Dorian Order, a local soDay on Nov. 15-16.
Chapters cial fraternity, gave a pizu supCrom the University of Kentuc- per Nov. 12 at Gena's Restauky, Union College, and More- rant.
head University attended.
AGO AIDS TELETHON
Guest speakers were Miss GrMembers of Alpha Gamma Delace Carlson, national chaplain, ta sorority collected money beand ~Uss Karen Bryant. thel965- Core the Murray Sate-Evansvllle
66 president or the Murray State football game to contribute to
chapter.
lhe L ions Club Telethon over the
Topics Cor discussion were the weekend.
advancement of music in national and international settings and
KAPPA DELTA PROJECT
the role music plays in every-,
As a phUanthroplc project_
Kappa Delta sorority gave $750
day Ute.
The
The prqrram included a lun- to the Telethon &mday.
cheon, a recital, workshops, andt money was collected at a roadblock in Murray ~turday.
a banquet.

SAl Fraternity Holds
State Music Meeting

Bill Mulkey {Alpha Gamma
Rho)' Poseyville, Ind.
CASEY-6liERRR.L

Barbara Casey (Sigma Sigma
Sigma), Louisville. to Bfily 9Jer·
r ill (PI Kappa Alpha), Paducah.
HAMILTON-LOVE

Patsy Hamnton (Kappa Delta),
Marlon, to Cam Love (Alpha
~pe Alpha), Marion.

CINDY HOFFMAN

OLtnERINO OOLO............. Brown, Mum~Y. .....ortllildwfththe...,...
High twirt., s.tunt.y during 1he IMifdme progrwm at the Mu,.y·EVW~Mne
..,.. M- Brown II U. heed ~of the Mlrdllng Thoroughbreds. Othw
Murray State mejorettea . .: Bormle N"-t, Mattoon, Ill.; Sha-on Reid,
Princeton; ...._ lewis, Leitchfield; end Anne WlHillms, Cairo, Ill. They wilt
melt• their final ..,.,_.....:• for the IMIOn Saturday during halftime of the
Murrw·

w..m_..

LEE ANN WALLIS

MARSHA CLARK

Clemmie's is your headquarters for ...

sSPORTSWEAR
Qf;bt (!Clemmit lfo.rban ~boppe
SOUTHSIDE MANOR

MURRAY HIGHWAY - ACROSS FROM MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
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Key to Happiness Is Active Life,
Jesse Stuart Says Emphatically
By DAVID SENSING
I ' d never met Jesse Stuart
before, except when I had waded
through "Man With a
Bull-Tongued Plow" as a
high-school reader and when I
had bumped Into his name under
stories In Esquire and Reader's
Digest, but in the room in the
Library that beals his name, he
t.alked with me a rew minutes,
and let me know something about
himself beyond the things that a
subscription can tell you.
KENTUCKY AUTHOR AND POET......Mr . ..... Stu.rt took time hom
.....-chino for hll new book to Ullk Friday whh -enth gt'lden from Murnty
High School. Mr. Stuart il doino ..-eh here for his new boot< ebcM.It teaching,
which 11 to be publistled nell't IUmrner. A IUitl in the Lowry Addition to the
Libni'V II l\lfniCI llftw Mr. Stulrt. The tfuee.room IUitl eondlns the writer's
works from ~eri~ed noteS end origin1l manu~eripts to finilhed books.

Male Driver Reported
Leading Car-Crasher
A recent study by the United
States Department of Transportation reveals that heavy-drinking drivers and pedestrians are
responsible for numerous deaths
each year.
An article in the November
111ue of the American Legion
magazine stated that the study
showed 25,000 deaths and 800,000
collisions annually attributable
to drinking drivers.
Also the reportrevealsthatthe
male driver is generally more at
fault than the female.
Over the past 35 years, in every
area of the country, alcohol has
been Cound to be "the largest

single factor leading to fatal
crashes," the report says,
Most drinking-driver crashes
occur during the late afternoon,
evenings, and nighttime; and Saturday is the worst day or the
week for them, according to thls
s1lldy.
The department recommends
development d a consti1lltionally
acce:ptable system for screening
highway users suspected oC drinking before they are actually arrested in connection with a high-way accident or violation. England has already put such a
system into effective operation,
the study states.

His "hair was peppered with
pey, and he would have lit the
1mage which most people give
hIm-a high-school English
teacher who found a market for
stories he writes. His hands were
large and rough, seeming out of
place within the blue coat he had
shoved them into. As he talked,
he leaned his face to punctuate
his sentences with a kind of
concern you find in secondary
schools.
"Work is the only thing that
gets you anywhere. It takes a
determination to succeed at
anything- writing, teaching,
farming. I've done practically
everything I could do-except
write." Candidly, he went on to
explain the experience that had
made him such a potent
spokesman for rural America. I
couldn't help but be somewhat
skeptical at his statement about
dedicating so little time to writing
as 1 thumbed through a thick
bibliography of his work.
" A person is faced with so
many things in life that
excellence is about the only thing
that be can ever hope to achieve.
Anything a person ~oes ?0 be

OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL MIDNIGHT
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUESDAY

excellent. The people wno are
doing anything creative are in
themselves artists. One of the
things that drives a person so hard
in his desire to do something
important. That's why there's
always a market for a person who
is willing to work."
He was interested In people
who like to write. "Back In the
thirties, the old American
Mercury was the watchdog for
new talent. Mencken and his
small staff found more Important
writers than any other
publication of its time. The
tragedy of American journalism
today is that there is probably
only one publication attempting
with any success to do the same
thing."
His view of art was almost
parallel with his view of life.
'Any person who creates
something is an artist. One oCthe
most fascinating sculptures I've
ever seen is an ancient Greek
statue of a navel. Perhaps its
subject matter-as s.imple as it
reallv is-is what gives it appeal to
me.'1
I had other questions, but so
did other people. As we left the
Library, he t.al.ked about college
and high school and the people
and time that had helped to shape
him. "I guess may junior year in
college was the best time Cor me.
It was when J found things that
bave never changed."
He seemed to view what
rem&.ined of his day- a meeting
with librarians :md teachers- with
grim resolution. ·rhe court that
hovered around him seemed to
insult his simplicity. He was a
simple man, who liked to live and
learn and teach and tell.
The people who were with him
were as comical as he was
interesting. They smacked of the

sterile enthusiasm or being
around someone who helps mske
the Dewey Decimal System
utilitarian. They could probably
quote the title, publisher, and
number of pages in all of his
novels, but the simple things
which he talked about in them
had probably escaped them.
It was an injustice to confine
this man as they did. He had
shown to me a genuine interest in
people, and interest that
transcended the interest to which
common courtesy would bind
him. He would bave been more at
home In the surroundings that
r.Jied his books, yet he took the
time to show me those places.
"AU I can write about are the
things I know. What I know
depends on how alive l can make
myself be. I guess that's the
biggest obstacle anybody has to
overeome."

Four MSU Students
Debate at Western;
Evansville Cancelled
Four Murray State students
participated in the Western Kentucky University Debate Tournament Nov. 8-9, according to Prof.
J. Albert Tracy, head of the speech division.
Those making the trip were
Everett Warm)n, Madisonville,
and Jim DeM·~er, Illclanan, on
the affirmative team.
Jerry
{)mean, Madisonville, and Ted
Fadler, Red Bud, Rl., were the
negative team.
The Evansville College Novice
Debate Tournament on the S3.JnC
weekend was cancelled for lack
of entries.
Mr. Tracy accompanied the
students to Western.

Liberty Super Market
MURRAY, KY.

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

YOUR CHOICE
3

lb. can

Crisco
Cake Mix
Tide
Coffee

DIICAN HINES

2
1
1

boxes

Giant Size
Box

~

(

MAXWELL HOUSE

lb. can

(WITH COUPON)

29c

YOUR CHOICE

(With Coupon)

....

3
2

lb. can

Crisco
Cake Mix
Duncan Hines

boxes

1 q~eJide
1
Coffee

Maxwell House

lb. can

With this coupon and $3.00 or more additional purchase

Void After
Nov. 27, 1968
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Young GOP
Heads Speak
At Banquet

YOUN_G REPUBLICAN .•.. Mike McKinnev, PN1ic11nt of the MSU Young
Repubhcana Club, _, • futured spuker et the Celloway County RepubiC..'
blnquet frlday etthe Holidey Inn.

Senior Interviews Set
By Eight Firms, School
Representatives of eight firms
and schools will interview graduating seniors during the next
week, according to Miss Martha
L. Guier, director of placement.
The following firms will be on
campus today:
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Paducah, will talk lo marketing

12 to Dance
In 'Lights'
Twelve dancers have been
named to the "Campus Lights"
dancing chorus following two
nights of tryouts.
Choreographers Amalia Diamond and Brad Smith selected
the following:
Sammie Kaye Beaman, Murray; Marla Braun, Holmdel, N.
J .; Sally Am Farmer, Water
Valley; Sylvia Higginson, San
Francisco; Debbie Kaster, Cincinnati; Susan Morrow, Louisville; and Deborah Spalding, Looisvllle.
Kent Bradley, Petersburg, ill.;
Randy
Butterworth, Melboin,
Fla.; Bill Kraus, Valley Station·
E. L. Lancaster, Dover, Tenn.i
and Philip Pitt, Reidland.
Tryouts for the singing chorus
will be held tonight and tomorrow and band auditions will be
held Nov. 2&-26, both at 6 p.m.
in 210 and 212 Fine Arts Bldg,
The singing chorus is under
the directorship ot Deanna Olson, senior,· Fairfield, lll. Bill
Canon, junior, Cocoa Beach, ls
the band director.
All students are invited to try
out. These auditioning for the
band should have their own m.
struments.

and sales students.
Union Carbide Corp., Paducah,
will interview chemistry, physics, and math majors.
Hasldns and Sells, Louisville,
will talk to accounting majors.
Tomorrow three firms will
interview students:
Corhart Refractorise Co., Louisville, will talk to majors in any
field.
state Farm Insurance Co.,
Murfreesboro, Tenn., will interview students interested in management and accountq.
Citizens Security Life Insurance Co., Owensboro, will talk
to sales prospects.
Friday the Social Security Office, Paducah, will discuss careers in the federal government.
The representatives will also
be available for interviews on
Federal Service Entrance Examinations.
Tuesday Huron Valley ~hOcils,
Milford, Mich., will interview
elementary and secondary teachers.
Interviews must be arranged
through the Placement Office, and
credentials must be on rue.

Dishman •••
good'?

A. There were individual
groups of students who were
yelling but wouldn't do ~.
A group ot. ua met with Mr. Andy
Sutton, from the Commission on
Human Rfgbts, and Miss Anita
Jackson from the Office d
Economic Opportunity.

Big Hamburger Steak
"It's Char-Broiled"
with
Cole Slaw, French Fries & Hot Rolls
SJl0

Give

a

Twenty-nine women will compete tomorrow night Cor the title

?f

"Mra. Murray State:• The

JUdging is not open to the pub-

lic.
The contestants will be pr&sented to the three judges (Mrs,
Walt Apperson, Mrs. Carroll
Hubbard, and Mrs. Bob Swisher) at the Dames Club mee~
at 6 p.m. in Meeting Rooms 1
and 2 the SUB.
The winner will be selected on
the basis ot her poise, aweal'ance. and her answers to two ~
announced questions.
"Mrs. Murray State," along
with "Miss Murray State," will
be presented to the publlc at Murray's first home basketball game
on Dec. 2. The decision ot the
judges will remain secret until
the pre-game ceremony,
The 29 candidates and their
spono~ organizations arc:
Alpha Gamma Delta, Mary Jane
Anderson: Al)ila Omicron Phi,

Marilyn Hornback; lndustrlal Education Club, Vickie Sinkler; Pbi
Mu Alpha, Delores Roberta Cannon; Sigma Chi, Sharon Patterson; Newman Club, Susan Halkovic; Special Ecllcation Club,
Vicki Robinson.
Scabbard and Blade, Sandi
Hibbs; Alpha Kappa Pl., Ann
Glass; Student Organization,
Mrs. Joe Day; Tau Kappa E~
silon, Pam Shay; Broadcasters
Club, Sandra Rodney.
Kappa Omicron Phi, Suzanne
Hall; Sigma Fbi Epsilon, Mrs.
Larry England; Sigma SigmaSigma, Dianne GUUa.m; Alpha Sigma Alpha, Joanne Knowles; Agriculture Club, Georgena Bennet; Kappa Delta, Mrs. Billie
Kampsen; Alpha Tau Omega, Unda Dunsizer; Home Economics
Club, Mary Edwards.
Psi Chi, Marilyn King; Alpha Gamma Rho, JuUe Owsley;

PMA's Jazz Orchestra
Schedules Bethel Concert

Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Ltnda
Young; Sea Mists, Sally Spagnola; Russian Club, Betty Afzall; PI Kappa Alpha, Carolyn
Coryell.

The 18-member Menofote jazz
orchestra of Phi Mu Alpha will
give a concert at Bethal College
on SUnday at 2 p.m.

Women's Athletic Association,
Mrs. Earl Stevens; Alpha Delta PI, Paulette Reid; PI Omep
Pi, El Reba Reagon.

lenses

(Continued From Pege 101

Q. Just
whose idea was
Sl'EAM'7 Did it grow out or comcomplaints from Negross about
conditions or did you just generally agree that cODditionswereo't

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Regular

Mike McKinney, Indianapolis,
Ind., president of the Young
RepubUcans Club, and Adrian
MUter, Mayfield, vice-president,
were guest speakers at the
Republican banquet Friday night
at the Holiday Inn.
McKinney urged that the
Republican Pll't¥ in Calloway
County continue tts active drive
for a stronger party. He also
explained the role the Young
Republicans Club would play
during the remainder of the year
In party politics and in the
student community at Murray
State.
Miller, who is presently
heading the drive Cor a tw~party
system In Calloway County,
urged that all four Republican
organizations in Calloway
County work together in the next
few months to prepare a list or
candidates for the city and
county offices and the state
house seat.
"The Republican party in
Calloway County presently is
much stronger and better
organized than the Democratic
party," he said. Until we have a
two-party system in this county,
progress will be stunted.

29 Nominees Seeking
Crown as 'Mrs. MSU'

Seller

Special 99c
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

Nov. 20 • 22

THE PALACE DRIVE-IN
753-7992

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and conven1ent as they were
meant to be. you have to take care of
them . But until no'w you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts w1th Lens1ne
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bactena cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some lensine, from the
Murine Comoanv. Inc.
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WIN CHAMPIONSHIP BY 9 POINTS

Remole Paces Murray State to OVC Cross-Country Crown

OVC CHAMPIONS. .••Co.ch Bill Cornell's CfOIHOUntrY
Saturd8y et Johneon
City, Tenn. PictvNCI a... Cleft to right): Coach Bill Cornett,

-.m- 1M OVC CNmplonlhip

AI Hlckl, Rick liweklnt, Derrlll Remole, Rick Comba.
GaryLelghton,
Futlarton, John Glodo, and Bob
WeilL

o..._

RACERS WIN BY 58-22:

And They Trumped Those Aces!
Two straight losses, a ~
conference game, and chilly weather may have dampened the spirits or the students, but it certainly had no e1tect on the football team.
Before the smallest home
crowd of the season, the Rac·
ers romped to an easy 58-22
victory over the Evansville Acea
Saturday.
With tbe Racers holding a firm
31-0 half-time lead Coach Bill
Furgerson was able to rest his
starters and keep them healthy
for the Western game, while giving valuable playing experience
to his substitutes.
Once again the two freshman
kickers, Stan Watts and Chuck
Cantrell, gave impressive performances.
Watts set a new school record by kicking a 42-yard field
goal in the second quarter. The
old record was 34-yards set 17
years ago,
The freshman .speciallsts also
broke a game record by kickIng seven successful extra points.
Cantrell boomed three punts
for a 42.7 average.
The Racers jumped of! to an
early lead, scoring the flrsttlme
they had the ball. With five seconds left in the first quarter,
the Racers added a second score.
Two mpre touchdowns · and
Watts' record-breaking tleldgoal
brought the score up to 31..0 at
half-ttme.
The Racers added another
touchdown in the third quarter.
- In the fourth quarter both teams
acored three touchdowns, with
the JW:ers marching 96 yards in
the last 58 seconds for the firr
al score. The touchdown came
with less than one second lett.
Taking the opening kick~, the
Racers marched 76 yards in 12

plays to take an early lead. Russ
Hake and Joe Meade grounded
out all the yardage in the drive
with the exception ol a Larry
Tillman pass to Billy Hess covering 11 yards.
The score came on a nine-yard
run by Hake.
Midwa.y the opening quarter
T Ulman
.had a pass il&ercepted and returned to the 50.
The Aces advanced to the 34
and tried a field goal only to
have Jlm Wilson, a 6-5, 255pound tackle rush in and block
the kick.
Arter a 15-yard penalty Hake
ran around left end for 28
yards and Meade burst through
the line for a 41 yard pick-\W.
But Hake, ~r receiving a pass
from Tilt.man. fumbled the ball
and Evansville recovered on the
10.
Four plays later theAcespunt..
ed and Hake made up for hlsfiDJl·
ble by rwming 66 yards for a
score.
The last wasible man to get
Hake was taken out ol the play
by a beautiful block on the 23
by Gerald Y~.
Hake, who rested almost all ol
the last three quarters, gained
160 yards in the game, with 142
ol those yards coming in the
first quarter alone.
Neither team advanced the ball
and with the Aces in possession
Don Veatch stole the ball tram
Joe Miles, the Evansville fu1lo
back and went 65 yardsforanotber Morray touchdown.
The Racers took possession
again five plays later. After an
incomplete .PUS Tillman ritled
one to Jim Brown on the Evansville 40 and the freshman back
ran the remainder of the wa.y
for the 65-yard score.
The extra--point attempt was

good, giving the Racers a 28-0
lead.
Once again the Aces failed to
move on the MurnQ' defense and
the Racers took over on their
awn 44.
Two passes by Matt Haug
gained 26 yards, but on a fourthdown play the Racers decided
to go for a field goal.
The 42-yard kick by Watts
cleared the UPrights to set a
new school record and give the
Racers a commanding 31-0 half.
time lead.
The small crowd grew smaller as the second hall began.
Early in the third quarter the
Racers added another score•.An
Evansville punt gave the Racers the ball on their own 44.
On the first play Tillman dropped back and fired the "bomb.,
to Hess on the 20. The fleet
Murray receiver p.t.hered in the
pigskin in full stride and outran his defender for the score.
With Murray leading by 38-0,
the crowd continued to dwirr
die.
Evansvllle finally hit pa.ydirt
with 12:40 left in the game.
Quarterback Mike Short threw
(Continued on Pagt 211

'I

With ''approved amazement"
of Murray Cans, Murray State's
jogged away with their third OVC
cross-cotmtry championship Saturday at Johnson City, Tenn.
Grant Colehour and Ken Silvious, two Eastern Kentucky nmners, took the first two places
in the championship meet. The
Racers' Darrell Remote placed
third.
Colehour ran the four-mile
course in a record-breaking time
of 18:27, bettering his own mark
of 19:15 set last season.
Silvious and Remole were timed in 18:47 and 19:13, respectively. All of the first three
runners were under the old conference record.
In this meet Remole shaved
one minute off his best season
time 20:11.
Gary LeJghton of Murray placed sixth with a time of 19:40.
other Murray nmners and
their finishes were Gregg Fullarton 12th in 19:57; Bob Wets,
16th In 20:08; and Rick Combs,
17th In 20:10.
The team scores were: Murray
54; Western Kentucky 63; Eastem
77; East Tennessee78, Morehead
126; Tennessee Tech 146; Middle
Tennessee 170; and Austin Peay
196.
1t was the first championship
Cor Murray since 1963, Murray
also won the first OVC cha~
ionship in 1961,
Murray was definitely the dark
horse of this meet, as Eastem
had won the last three titles.
Murray placed seventh last sea-

Coach Bill Cornell had nothing
but praise for his harriers. The
team was the winner of five of
slx dual meets and one of two
multi-team invitational& this season.
The nrst meet of the season
was at Owensboro where Murray·
placed third. SIU and Indiana
University tied for that win.
Their only dual loss was to
Western, 26-29.
"The team progressed and
strengthened as the season went
along," Coach Cornell said. "We
eventually beat SIU in a dual
meet by eight points."
Bob Weis, junior, was the only
returning runner from last year's
team.
Leighton, a junior, was ~
cruited from a junior college,
and Fullarton, a freshman, was
recruited from Canada.
Remole and Combs, were ineUgible last season.
"We workedhardtorthetitle,"
Coach Cornell said. "Determination and hard training was
the key to our victory."
The
team ran gruelling
distances every night, and work·
ed out on weights every Tuesday and Thursday morning. Many
of the runners would run twice
a day and on weekends.
All of the ronners will
turning nex1 season.

be~

A sports car for people who have
beHer things to spend their money on
than a sports car.

•

If $6,000 spo rts ca rs were one of life's
necessities, a lot more people w ou ld buy
them.
Instead, they save their money to get
married. To buy o house. To send their kids
to college.
And it's the college kids who drive the
sports cars.
This didn 'l seem quite sporting. So Vo lkswagen come out with the Kormonn Ghio .
It looks like o $6,000 sports machine.
!The body's on originolltolion design.! But
it carries o modest Volkswagen price tog.

WALLACE'S
BOOK STORE
SPECIAL

THE GOODIE PLACE

$2 433.81.*

(GOODIES GALORE)

And that includes the 4.speed stick shiftt
and front-wheel disc brakes. !They're not
port of on optional sports package. They're
port of the cor.l
The Ghio scrimps and saves on gas. You
should get up to 28 mpg. And when it comes
to service, it goes to a VW dealer. No
costly tune-ups. No temperamental ports
to coddle. !We treat it like o Volkswagen
because, underneath, that's what it is.l
You might soy the Kormonn Ghio is for
people who wont everything for their
children.
And just o little something for themselves.

Posters: Personality and Blacklight
Flowers: Straw, Paper, Stick-ons,
Honeycomb
Buttons
Pot Art Pillows
'BUD' Lighters
Snoopy and All The Gang
AU RORA, KY.

son In the championship meet.

Volkswagen Karmann Ghia
NEA R KEN LAKE STATE PA RK

Open Tuesday- Saturday 9-5, Sunday 1-5, Closed Monday

~oU Vo~agea.~
-

Chestnut St. Murray Phone 7SJ.aa

AUlHO"-tUO
OULll

-,
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Evansville Crushed by TO Explosion, 58-22

STEIN'S LINES:

Apathy, Three Sports
In Athletic Limelight

(Continutd From Page 20)

By LEE STEIN

Student apatlty, a common word
on this campus, was never more
prevalent thanatSaturday'sgame
with Evansville.
I guess two losses, a home
game with a non-conference foe,
and chilly (not cold) weather
wore just too much for the loyal
Murray students to take.
The Western game next W'.lek
will rw the stadium, and the
usual complaint of "not ~
ough seats" will be heard. lwish
there was som~' wrzy that the students who went to the EvansvOle game could be given the
choice seats Cor the Western
gamt'·
"Everybody loves a winner"
That certainly is apparent on this
cam1:·1s!
With the stands so vacant, l
was able to get my first good
look at the Murray cheerleaders thls season. and, believe it
or not, I am oot going to put
them oown.
The cheerleaders stayed the
whole game (1 gu-;,ss they had
to), but they actually cheered
and actually seemed cpite good.
They didn't have a whole lot of
peo.;;lle to lead, but they kept
trying a:td did a fine job.
LasL week I wrote that the
cross-country team had a good
chance to win the OVC cham-

Marksmen Win Again;
State Tourney Next
The varsity rifle team posted
their best score or the season
as they easily defeated the University or Dayton, 141.2.-1293, In
a dua 1 meet here Saturday.
In the Individual totals Ernie
VandeZande, Roger Estes, and
Bill Beard all fu-ed 284 for
the Racers.
They were closely followed by
Bob Arledge, 281, and Nancy
Harrington, 279.
The top score for Dayton was
268.
Next week the Racers will
travel to Lexington to defend
their title In the Kentucky State
Championships.
Last year in this tournament
Nancy Harrington became state
champion, and as Coach Werner
Cole said, "We're going to try
to make it two in a row."

3(}.yard touchdown pass to
Greg Hdfman.
Evansville tried an on-side
kick, but the alert Racers pounced on the football on the 49, and
on the next play Jonathan White
ran Cor the score.
White was apparently stopped
twice on the 49-yardrun, but each
time he twisted away from a
would-be tackler.
The Aces came right back to
score on a Short-to-Hofflnanpa.ss
good for 50 yards.
The Short-to-Hoffman combinattion was also successful on the
two-point conversion attempt.
The score was 45-15.
Now it was time for the Racers to score in the wild fourth
quarter. They went 52 yards in
seven plays with a Haug.to-Jack
a

pionships. This week we are the
OVC champions!
Coach Bill Cornell took a team
that finished seventh last year
and brought them the top honors
this year.
It was not an easy task, and
the coach and all the members
or the team ~ve done a fine
job of representJng Murray
State.
Monday night will be the first
chance to see the varsity basketball team in action.
An lntersq.md game is scheduled for 7:30, with Coach Cal
Luther introduc~ the players
individnlly before the game.
There are seven "new faces"
on the sq.md this year, lncludl.ng
three players moving up from
the freshman team.
Coach Luther would lille "a
game-type atmosphere" t o
give the new men some experience before a borne crowd.
It is probably too much to ask
trom the students (everyone will
have some dumb excuse), but it
would be nice if some of you
showed up.
You not only will be suppo~
ing your team before tho season starts but you will also be
seeing a good game.
Admission is free- that takes
care of one excuse!

Kappa Phi Still Leads
In Intramural Football

Kappa Phi is holding on to rust
place in the Fraternity League,
but several teams are battling it
out for the top spot in the
Independent League in the
Intramural football tournament.
In the Fraternity League TKE
crushed Sigma Pi, 42-6; PiKA
downed A~9 1 14-6; Sigma Chi
edged out AKA 20-18.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and AKA
played to a scoreless tie; Sigma
Chi turned back Sigma Pi 27-7;
Lambda Chi and PiKA tied, 6-6;
and Kappa Phi and ATO also tied,
6·6.
The Independent League the
The Western game wUl not
only be the last game or the Vets Club defeated Tri-Sigs, 12-6,
season, but will also be the and also beat the Undesirables,
last game for 10 seniors on the 27-13.
AOPl also won twice. They
scpad.
On the defensive unit playing shut oul Tri·Sigma, 19-0, and also
their last game will be: Don shut out the Undesirables, 28-0.
Veatch, Ririam "Doc" Sanders, Tri-Sigma edged tbe
Undesirables; 7-6.
and Vick Etheridge.
Games scheduled for this week
The seven offensive players
participating in their last game include Sigma Chi and ATO,
will be Larry TUlman, Joe PiKA and Sigma Nu, AKA and
;Meade, Roger White, Tony Sims, TKE, Sigma Pi and Kappa Phi,
Jilnmy Hunter, Mac Etheridge, and Sigma Phi Epsilon and
LambdaChl
and Gerald Y~.
Also AOPI will face the Vets
These boys have all done a
fine job for the Racers. 1 hope Club, Tri-Slgma will take on
they can end their careers on a AOPi, and the Vets Club will
battle the Undesirables.
winning note.
According to Coach BW Furgerson, the Racers will be at
full strength for the Western
game. Two !njured players, Mike
Dungan and E. W. Dllilllison, both
saw action In the Evansville game
and both will be ready for Western.

Wolf pass netting a nine-yard Short pass to give the Racers~
score.
ball on their own fourth withonJ.y
Watts' extra--point attem~ was 58 seconds lett in the game.
good to increase the score to
Direc~ the
second team
52-15 and decrease the studert beautlful)y, Haug marched the
attendance to the band and the team down field and hit Young
few people who braved the chill. Cor a nine-yard touchdown with
Three plays later Evansville less than one second to play.
scored when Short hit Pete Rupp
for a 59-yard touchdown.
Haug bit for 7 of 11 passes
in
the drive for all the yardage.
Danny Maxberry intercepred a

Women's Volleyball
Enters Final Week
With the women's volleyball
tournament going into Its final
week, Alpha Delta PI still leads in
the Panhellenic League while the
Road Runners have a slim lead in
the Independent League.
In Panhellenic League play
Alpha Si~ma Alpha downed
Alpha Om1eron Pi, 17-15, 10-7,
but lost to Alpha Gamma Delta,
15·12,16-14.
Kappa Delta turned back
Alpha Omicron Pi, 15·9, 15·13,
and Alpha Delta Pi defeated
Tri·Sigma, 15·11, 16-14.
Independent League play saw
the Road Runners down IGMA;
11·15, 15·11, 15·9, and the
Raiders, 4-15,16-6, 15-10.
lGMA defeated the Wishing
Wells, 15-2, 10-16, 15·5, and the
Cheerio Kids also downed the
Wishing Wells,15-6, 13·7.

On defense Vic Etheridge had
six tackles and Cour assists,
and Duuzy Maxberry had five
tackles and two assists.
Two Racers from Evansville
also played fine defensive games.
Freshman Dave Ford has five
tackles and two assists, and sophomore Jim Wilson had four tack.
les, five assists, and a block.
ed field goal.

113 East Broadway

·SLACKS

Phone 753·5237

•

SHIRTS
By GanH
Sero
Van Heusen
Enro

y

ABETTER ·GASOLINE · FOR LESS

• CLOTHING
By Bardstown
Clubman

W• MAIN & 7th ST. MURRAY

Student, Facuity Discount
Guaranteed Highest Quality

SAVE g
DINERS

m

• NECKWARE
By Resilio
Kings Lynn

; STAMPS
•

FOR FREE GASOLINE
OPEN 24 HOURS
MAYFIELD · PARIS .. BENTON

BANKAMERICARD.

Mayfield

By Asher
St. Laurie Ltd. ,.
Haggar
Levi

u

CLUB

In the indivicklal statistics TU.lman hit on 8 out af 15 attempts
for 179 yards and two touchoowns. Haug hit on 14of25pass·
es Cor 167 yards and two touchdowns.

Mayfield's Only Traditional Men's Shop

FOR SA LE
1953 Ford
Clean, Good Condition.

B

The significance or the drive
was not the touchdown. but rather the fine play af Haug and the
other reserves who showed they
will be able to take over Cor
the 10 graduating seniors next
season.

HOSIERY
By Interwoven
Burlington
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FIGURE WITH US BEFORE
YOU DECIDE

J. " S. OIL Co.

• Mustangs • Falcons • Fairlanes
• Galaxies • Thunderbirds

MAJOR COMPANY GASOLINE AT INDEPENDENT PRICES

WE NEVER CLOSE
WE HONOR ALL COURTESY CARDS
Ciguettes

25c

PAUER FORD, IIC.

CoHM - Cok..

753-5273

Across From Jerry's on South 12th

Also Used Cars and Trucks

;Automatic Car Wash SCic; Wax 25c

WARD

The Harmon Football Forecast
TOP 20 TEAMS
1-50UTHERN CAL
2-0HIO STATE.
)-.TEXAS
4-PENN STATE
~GEORGIA

ELKINS
FRIGIDAIRE
MAYTAG

BCA

STARKS
HARDWARE
"Nearest to College"

(Feracastina Anrap: 1,3111 Ri&ht. 381 Wrona. 41 Ties

~TENNESSEE

7-KANSAS

~DUSTON

J-NOTRE DAM£
18-0KLAHOMA

Arizone State
Arkansas
Boston Collep
Bowlin& Green
Broahem Youna
BuHelo
Calolomia
Citadel
Clemson
Colorado
Columbie
Oartmouth
Dayton
Duke
£1 Paso
Florida State
Holy Cross
Houston
towa
Kansas
Louisvolle
Miemi (OhiO)
Mochl pn State
Nlonnesota
North T&xas
Ohlo State
Ohio University
Olclahome
Oklah~ State
Ore&on State
Pacific
Penn State
Pronceton
Purdue
Richmond
Rutaers
Southern Cat
S.M.U.
Southern Missiuoopi
Syracuse
T&nneuee
T.C.U.
Ullh State
..Vanderbilt
Villanova
Vir&lnia
Wnhineton
Wyomong
VIle

For the Best in

49
23
30

20

San Jose State
Texas Tech
Messachusetta
Xavier
New Meldco
Boston U
Stanford
Eest Carolina
South Ceronne
Air Force
Brown
Pennsylvanie
Temple
North Carolina
Colorado Stat&
Weke forest
Connecticut
Tul$8
Illinois
t.'llnouri
Tulane
Orake
Clnclnnetl
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Wichita
Michiaan
Northern llllnoos
Nebraska
Kensas State
Oreaon
fresno State
Pittsburgh
Cornell
lndiane
William & Mary
Col pte

31
30
24
21
31
28
19
25
22
lO
14
27
21

Bavtor
Tampa
West Viraonle
Kentucky
Ric:e
Utah
Davidson
W&st Cheot«'r
Meryland
wa~ington State
Arizona
Harvard

20
27
20
24
27
17
21
11
22
20
27

21
26
23
49

28
24
21
22
21
28
JO

3S
25
43

21
25
21
33
41
24
23
25

14
6
14
1

15
14
24

15
20
7
17

0
20

15
16
21

14
12
22
14

8
14

5
7
'7
24

7

10

21

7

21
0
13

7
.14
9

u.c.L-A-

Oeleware
Lltatette
Lebanon Valley
Moravien
Swarthmont
Weatern Marylend
Wittenber&

24
21
2$
15
18
20
28

7

•

17

7
0
13
15
8
22

14

INSTANT· ORDER
SERVICE"
122 South 12th

AAron
cantral Olitehorna
E. Central Olclehoma
Findley
Lhxotn
N E Missouri
Ofllo Wesleye n
Southern Illinois

CALL 753-8313
FOR CORRECT

ll
22
23
25
26
20
32
42

Abll&ne Chrlstoan
27
Alabama A & M
29
Altom A & M
30
ApiNIIIChlan
45
Arkansu A & M
14
Ark.tnsas AM & N
21
Arkansas State Col. 32
AJ'IIneton
35
Austin Peay
20
Carson-Newmen
27
Chattanooaa
21
D&lta
63
East TeiCH
30
Eastem Kentucky
26
Florida A & M
2S
Florence
21
Fort Valley
19
Grambling
24
Hampton
27
JKkson Stele
24

21

Livln&~ton

Louisiana Tech
McMurry
Morehouse
Morpn State
NW Louisiana
Ouachita
Presbyterian
Randolph-Macon
South Carolina State
SE M issouri
SW Louosoana
Sui Ross
••rexaa A & 1
T&xas Southern
Westarn Kentucky
Winston-Salem

28

27
16
30

24

20
23
38
21

n

17
27
31
27
21
21

Boise
cat Lutheran
..Claremont
Colorado Mines
Eeslern Washineton
Hewail
Heyward
HumbOldt
LIVerne
Lona Beech
l.O'I Anaeles
Occid&ntal
Puaet Sound

7
13
13
14

7
19
0

Younestown
Panhandle
SE Olclefloma
lWifmin aton
Llnpton
Miuouri Southern
Denison
sw M issouri

•

14

21
7
14

7
D

6

San Dieao State
SW Oklahoma
Whitllet

38
24
33
16
23
27
28
35
20
26
30
22
31
lO
42
17
20

0
6
0

Alebama

c

State

w Post

cat Poly (S.LO.)
Lenolr-Rhrne
UvinptDn
Loul$lane T&ch
Martin
Morris Brown
North caroline A & T
Presbyterian
South carol I, . Stata
TennesTech
Texas
Tutu
V .P.I.
Wofford

21
21
3S
33
20
26
21
19

2.8
28
35
24
33
28
42
20

Where to find
t

Idaho Coneae
Nevada Southern
Cal Tech
Southern Colorado
Southern Oreaon
Nevada
Riverside
Cal Poly (Pomona)
Loyola
San Franciseo State
Sen Femendo
Pomona
Whitworth
cat western
Ten tle$SH State
Eaalltrn NMeltico
Redlands

quality items

of

at pric.. that

PEOPLES BAR

fit their budgets

MEMBER

TBE COLLEGE SBOP
ACROSS FROM THE UBRARY

Tuskeaee
Hofttra
cat PolY (Pomonel
cataWba
Sam ford
"-w Mexico State
Austin P&ay
Clark
North Caroline Col.
Newberry
J . c. Smi th
M lddl& TennesTexas A & M
Wichita
V.M .I.
Fu""an

208 N. 4th
Phone 753-1613

13
1
19
14

15
17
t3
7
0
10

Ui
0

Free Pickup
and Delivery

1~

1

17
12
13
0
20

Complete
Laundry Service

21
6
7
19

1:.0
20

0
D
17

Hat Cleaning
- Moth.Prooling

8
25
22
6
10
18

o
16
1
14
6
17
U
o
1l
7
23
15
0
14
14
15
10

Thanksaivinl Day-Thunday, Nov. 28

College Mea laow

ANY TIME of DAY or NIGHT

DEPOSITS INSURED TO $15,000

Anplo State
Miles
Kentucky State
Guilford
Southern State
Bishop
Herd ing
Lemar Tech
East Tennes~M
wofford
Samford
CentenatY
SF Austin
Morehead
Bethune-Cookme n
Jacksonville
Albeny State
Southern U
VIrginia Unoon
MISSissippi Veltey
Louisiana Coll&fJe
NE Louisiana
HoWitrd Pevne
Fisk
VIrginia Stata
SE Louisiana
Henderson
WUttrn Carolina
Hempden·Sydney
Savenneh State
Ark.tnsas Tech
McNeese
Sam Houston
Southwest Texas
Prairie View
Murray
Fayetteville

( "Pridar 8ames)

Time aiul Temperllqre
ANOTHER FREE SERVICE

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

Other Games-FAR WEST

Saer.mento

Buck n&ll
Lehieh
Penn Military
M uhlenberl
Hevetford
Johns Hopkins
Waaner

SUPERIOR

I~BAMA

II-MIAMI, FLA.
111-S.M.U.

ll

Othtr Games-MIDWEST

#EXCLUSIVE

• 172)

Other Games-SOUTH and S'WEST

20
20

Other Games-EAST

Sporting Goods
Tools
Housewares
Paints

It Done By

17-0REGON STATE

1~AUBURN

0

"Satin • Soft Clftnlnl(*

1~RKANSAS

11-MISSOURI
12-MICHIGAN
1)-.PURDUE
14-CALIFORNIA

Saturday, Nov. 23--MAJOR COLLEGES

L.s.u.

VICTOR

24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

5:

Located on Story Ave. Just Back of J. &

701 W. Main

1
16

o

'
15
21
20

1
16
5

12
15
17
14
6
lt

Go,
Big Blue!
The News
Backs
The •Racers
10

All Sports

Go,
Big Blue!

SCOTT
Walgreea

Ageacy

Drugs
1205 CHESTNUT

'
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First Look at Cagers:
Seven Player Sketches
The 1968-69 basketball season

will open t\ov. 30 with a home
game agalnst the University or

Texas at Arlington.

Coach Cal luther

J im Young

Fans to See Racers
Play Monday Night
In lntersquad Game
The varsity basketball team.
co-champions or the ovc last
season, will have an intersq.~ad
game Monday night.
Tip off
time will be 7:30.
The game is open to the ~
lie (no admission charge) and
will be the first time for fans
to see the Racers in action this
season.
•

led the frosh in scoring lastyear
with 21.6 average,
A fierce
competitor and a deadly outside shot, his high game wu
36 points against Western.

Returning from last season's
squad are four lettermen, inRon Johnson- Johnson, a trcluding two starters. Three transfer students, including two ansfer s111dent from Northeast
starters. Three transfer stu- <ltlahoma Junior College, is
dents, three men moving uptrom the leading contender to fill i!Je
the freshman team, two players gap left by the graduation of
Claude Virdon
who did not letter last season,
Dick C~ham . The 6-6 cenand a junior redshirt round out ter has great jumping a bility
Ron Romani- Romani, a 6-4
the squad.
and a good shot. He averaged senior is one of the most ver16 points and 21 rebounds last satile men oo the Racer s squad.
season.
An experienced performer, he
Here are seven player sketwill see action at gwlrd and
ches. The final six sketches
forward.
will appear next week.
Hector Blondett- Blondett. a
Bill Mancini- Mancini led the
sophomore transfer studentrrom
Claude Virdon- Virdon, a 6-5
Paducah
Junior
College, ls an frosh in rebounding last season
junior, is one of the two return- excellent ballhandler. Though with a 14,4 average. The 6-.5
ing starters. He led the team
sophomore has good naturalabllBlondett is only 6-4, he has
in scoring average with 17, 8 and a good chance at a starting for- ity.
He averaged 19.2 points
was second in rebounding with ward spot.
last season.
9.4 per game. A deadly shot,
Virdon is being counted on to
lead the Racers again this season.

Ron Romani

Steve Riley- Steve, an excellent driver and good shooter,
is one of the smallest forwards
in the league at 6-2, A junior,
he came off the bench several
tlmes last season to spark victortes.

Hector Blondett

Jim Young- Young ts one ~
three players advancing !rom the
freshman squad, 'l'he 6-0 guard

Steve Riley

Ron Johnson

TAlERS BODY SHOP

Coach Cal Luther wlll divide
the S(Jlad evenly, and he says,
"It should be a pretty good

1301 CHESTNUT

I

24-Boar Wrecker Senice

game."

The coach wants "a game
- type atmosphere so the new
kids on the s(Jlad can get som e
experience."
Coach Luther will introduce
m embers of the s<pad individually before the game.

'I

•

D•y Phone .•. 753-3134
Night Phones . . . 753oo3303 •nd 753-6177

lliii..I..Wm\HELP PREVENT
.._,-~ f
FOREST FIRES
c-o.,.,<-'" IN THE SOUTH

''WRECKS A SPECIALTY"

Bill Mancini

Mrs. Rowlett Receives
Physical Education Award
Mrs. DewDrop Rowlett, assistant professor of health. physical
education, and recreation, has
received the Distinguished Ser-

MAKES AN ORDINARY DAY SPECIAL!

vice Award in recognition of
meritorious service to the field
of HPER.

MONDAY

The award was presented by
the Ken111cky Association for
HPER during the arulUal fall conference in Louisville Nov. 1-2.

five till nine
curb or carry-out

I

TUESDAY

I

WEDNESDAY

I

THURSDAY

five till nine dining room
curb
&

five till nine
dining room only

carry
out

Shirley
Florist
Phone
753oo3251
500

N. 4th St.

J-BOY
BOX
69c
J-BOY

sandwich
fre n ch f ries &
coleslaw
a regula r $1.00 val u e

99c
Cen te r c u t h am
steak bro lied
with H awa iian
pineapple, served
w ith to ssed sala d ,
.J nd fre n ch fries
a regular
$ 1. 55 val u e

SOUTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

rea l It alian
sau ce ladled on
t e nder sp agh etti
served with a
tossed salad a nd
h o t bread
a regul6r
$ 1. 15 va lu e .......__ ~,....

% Golden Fried
Ch icken , se rved wit h
potatoes and tangy
coleslaw
a regular

$1 . 25
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VARIETY OF PROBLEMS:

Read~rs'

Theatre Will Give
Dorm Dwellers Report on Needs 'AContemporary Christmas'

Installment oC cork strips on
Wet mope, clothes dryers,
stamp machines, milk prices, walls in men's rooms was a matand cold toast headed the list ter brought up for investigation
ol topics diacus11ed in the Nov. by MIDC.
The strips arrived in the uni12 Men's Inter-Dormitory Council meeting, Also Included on the versity Maintenance Department
agenda were dlscuasions con- last summer buthavenotyetbeen
cerning male Christmas parties put in the rooms because of a
in men's dormw, cork strips for labor shortage, according to
the walls ol men's dorm rooms, Maintenance Director James
school buses for "away" bask- Armbruster.
Crews had been busy renovatetball games, and campus actiing President Harry M . Sparks'
vities on Sunday afternoon.
Sixteen MIDC members, otnc- home, Mr. Armbruster commenters, and house directors Bob ed. A carpenter paid $2.50 an
Mobley and John Yates from hour would require 30 minutes to
Springer and Clark Halla attend- install one strip, estimated Mr.
Armbruster. He added that the
ed the session.
High on the Hat or subjects cork should be in place by
they discussed was the need for Christmas.
Asked ll he would approve a
more clothes dryers in White
Hall Three machines now serve plan for student crews to Ptrt
the 400 residents ol the nine in the cork strips, the m&lnnoor dorm. The tact that wet tenance director said yes, ll the
mops are not now available to workers were skilled and commen in White was also brought petent.
up.
.
Christmas parties in men's
The council discussed pro- residence halls would probably
viding a stamp machine for White be permitted with the stipulaand mov~ the one in Hart Hall tion that doors to the dorms be
to the mall J'()Om in that dorm. locked, said the house directors,
The Hart machine was acquir- Thia is also the policy in womed by MIDC last year when that en's halls. Basic premise for
dorm was a men's residence this procedure: "Parties produce
The machine is now in an area panty raids."
MIDC will look into the pro!;
of the building in which males
ability or making school bwles
are not allowed.
A proposal that the Hart Hall 1\V&ilable to MSU students tor
mall room be opened Sunday af- "awayu football and basketball
ternoons was termed unlikely games within driving distance.
by Mr. Yates and Mr. Mobley.
The reason was because of vandalism. Too Cew people would
use the mail room on Sundays
to juauty opening it, and that if
Any 1967-68 full-time student
It were open, the mall boxes
and Hart bookatore would be vul- who has not picked up his yearnerable to vandals," Mr. Yates book may do so by comlng by
the SU.eld Offlce in 2 Wrather
said.
The cost ol milk and the var- Hall, according to Randall Poe,
iety or beverages in the cafe- business manager.
'I'here are still copies of the
terias were discussed. Complaints about cold toastror break- 1968 Srleld available. Students
m:Jst present ID cards, he added.
fast were also mentioned.

'68 Copies Available,
Shield Manager Says

The council Will also investigate means ol providing increased activties for students on Sunday afternoons. This could include keeping the Health &lldlng operi longer.

It was pointed out that the Hart
Hall snack ba.r is supposed to
be open on Sunday aft.ernooos.
Two tentative open houses were
planned, Franklin Hall plans
one for Saturday afternoon after
the Murray-Westem football
game. Spri~r Hall has requested permission for an open house
from 1 till 3 o'clock Sunday af·
temoon, Dec. 8.

"A Contemporary Christmas"
will be presented wring the week
of Dec. 15 by the Reader's Theatre. The performance will be
presented ln the United Campus

Ministry Auditorium.

-

The presentation will feature
three aspects or Christmas. These are the humorous, the bitter,
and the true meaning or Christmas.
Dean Rodney, Murraygraduate
student, is the associate direct·
or of the cast which consists
of 10 readers:

Local O,raft Boards
Will Check Students
Selective Service Local Boards ln Kentucky will be reviewing the rues of undergraO.Jate
students who appear to be experiencing trouble in completing a proportionate share of thelr
re(Jiirements for college graduation each academic year.
In order to retain a student
deferment it ls necessary forthe
student to complete a porportion
or the work each year as relates
to the total re(Jilrements for
graduation. In other words if his
curriculum requires 128 hours
to graduate, he would be reQUired
to complete at least 32 hours
per year.
As lone as he completes these
re(Jiirements, he may be continued to be deferred under current regulations unW he reaches age 24, drops out of scbool,

Gary Guthrie, Sonora; Steve
Jackson,
Paducah; Rosemary
Goad, ~ringfield, Tenn.; Carol
Hoskins, Bardwell; Pearl Tilarpe, Mayfield.

or graduates, whichever is the
earlier.
Even after losing a student
deferrment, an individual may
be entitled to a statutory deferment until the end or his academic year, provided he is a
satisfactory student at the time
he is reached for indue tion.
Col. Taylor Davidson, state
director of Selective Service,
said that the system will continue to review college atudenta,
classlfication.s annually and more
often ll necessary Of the student
should fall behind in his work).
ten ll necessary (if the swoem
should tall behind in his work).

Beth Wemer, Benton; Cecelia
Duncan, Benton; Kay &leed, muford, Dl.; Ken Tilomas, Murray
and Brandon Neese, Paris, Tenn. 1
In addition to the campus perforrnanee, the cast will also present their program at the Ryan
Milk Co. Christmas party.

2 West Kentuckians
Selected by ROTC
As 'Cadets of Week'
William P, Hefley, Fulton, and
Jackie Lee 'nlomas, Cuontrvham, have been selected as
"Cadets oC the Week." according to Col. Efr W. Bird~, military science department.
A aopbomore majoring in history, Hetley was selected from
the Second Batalllon of the
ROTC Brigade. From the HQS
Company, he was awarded a ribbon for his outstanding military
appearance and bearing out of a
battalion or approximately 800 cadets. Thomas was chosen from
the First Battalion. A sophomore
majoring in industrial education, he was selected for the second time this year.
Thomas was awarded a bronze
a tar to add to his ribbon.
Achieving the award ''Cadet
or the Week" Is one or the hi.gbest honors a freshman or sophomore can receive in ttie ROTC
p~m.

Tickets Are Now on Sale
Dec. 4 Show

by
Sam and Dave
•
In
Sports Arena
and $] 00
Go to Student Council Office in SUB
and buy your tickets today

AStudent Organization Concert
... J

